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C.K.A. 



Introduction 

This paper is an analysis of the latest response of the British par

11 mentary system to one aspect of the historical problem of representative 

gOTernment. Democrat1c government bases its claim to legitimacy on its affil

iation with the members of society as a whole, and traditionally has placed 

~eat emphasis on its ability to articulate the wishes and intentions of 

all its members. The affillative claim is by far the more important. Govern

ments of various desoriptions have always pr1ded themselves on their oapaoi

1es to define what was their perception of the general w1ll; but 1n a de

mocracy the determ1nation of the popular good is not left to the imaginations 

of an elite but is instead expressed directly in a variety of forms by the 

people themselves. Just what methods they take to express that ill is a 

question of mechanlcs. In Great Britain the mechanics of democracy draw the 

populace as a whole into the electoral process only once in at least every 

f1ve years. But once Election Day is over and a government is formed the 

great mass of people become passive political actors, leaving the business 

of governing to he gentlemen of Westminster Palace. 

The act of elect10n is not, of course, the only kind of politicql com

municatlon that opexates in Britain. There is a broader base on which Par

liament ma es its olaim to authority which involves a continuing awareness 

of what public opinion is saying. In add1tion to the party structures which 

extend down to the local level there are the Members of Parliament who are 

in touch with their oonstituencies on a dally basiS in one form or another. 

They are a direot contact between the people and the politicians, or so it 
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1s said. The communications process is also aided by the na.tional and local 

media, to which the po11ticians have access. On the surface of it there 

would seem to be no absence ofpolitlcal communications in any dIrection; 

indeed the system incorporates and encourages instItutIonalIzed communica

tions . 

It is a principal thesis of this paper that the institutions designed 

to carry the communications burden from the people to their representatives 

in the parliamentary system are, in fact, inoperative in any meaningful 

sense. This breakdown in communications from the people to their represent

atives is what I have chosen to call the gap in reverse communications. It 

is assumed that the communications process from the political elite to the 

population is adequate for its purposes, since the natIonal leadership has 

peroeived little difficulty in communicating to the people by use of the 

~ss media. It is also assumed that the predominant reason for the failure 

of the vast majority of the electorate to use the communioations channels 

open to them can no longer be asoribed to the deference phenomenon once 

Gharacteristiv of British politIcs; now the silence is due to alienation. 

There has been increasing evidence of this change in popular attitude in 

reoent years, some of wh1ch is explored in this paper, but the purpose of 

this study is not document the ex1stence of the alienation, but to explore 

one facet of its impact upon the political system. 

A secondary assumption in the preparation of this paper has been that 

both the gap in reverse communications and the alienation which attends it 

Mve been perceived as problems in modern British polItIcs and that the 

~r11amentary system 1s beginning to evolve a response to the former as 

~rt of its efforts to correct the latter. The work carried on by the Con
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servatlve party in making their local associations more representative of 

he community they seek to serve is the newest thrust of the movement to

rd reform. But the Conservative response carries w1th it a deeper signif

lc~nce than simply a re-organization of electoral technique, as important 

development thOUgh that may be. The impetus of the movement for constit 

reform represents a progression in British politics toward the appli 

~tlon of more precise methods of representative efficiency, making use of 

s~tistioal and SOCiological data in an organizational context. The use of 

opinion polls, constituency profiles and voter analyses has been a part of 

lectoral techniques in both Britain and the United States for some years. 

3ut the Conservatives' efforts have been aimed at the organized, continuing 

~e of these data by the local associat1ons as a guideline to what they 

hould be saying as well as the kind of members they should be attraoting. 


31 incorporating the d1verse elements of the community 1nto the party struc


~e it is hoped that the leaders at the top will be made aware of what the 


people at the bottom are thinking. It is thus hoped that the party struc

t~e can be made a vehicle for the upward dissemination of opin10n. 

The information presented in the paper is largely a result of the au

~hor's own research conducted over nine months in the United Kingdom. It 

extensively upon a series of interviews w1th Members of Par11ament, 

offic1als in both Central Off1ce and Transport House, and local par

ty functionar1es. The historical development of the problem is traced with 

. e aid of the classic texts on British parliamentary theory and 1ts rep

~esentat1onal aspects. For the modern perception of the problem reference 

J1l1 be made to newspapers, party documents and personal interviews, as well 

s scholarly publications. 
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The presentation itself 1s 1n three parts. An introductory section 

examines the perception of the communications gap from an historical con

text of Br1tish parliamentary theory. Included in this section is els o en 

ex osition of the contemporary perception of the gap as well as an evalua

tion of the new directions suggested by the contemporary commentators to 

solve the communications problem. The second section of the report is con

ta1ned in a study of the methods which both major parties have used to 

improve their communications apparatus. The immediate origins of the need 

for such a response are examined , with particular attention being paid to 

the increasing use of scientific electoral techniques in these efforts. 

The section dealing with the Conservative party's response is ofparticu

~r importance since a revised scheme of party organization based on the 

new techniques made its appearance in that party's Projeot '67, the objec

tives and methods of that program will be closely examined with special 

emphasis placed upon its primary effects on the local party units. The 

third IIajor portion of the paper is a su.m:mary of the findings earlier pre

sented and an analysis of their importance relative to Conservative elec

toral theory and practioe, and to the problem of communications in Brit

ish politics. 

The frame of reference that will be followed is one which is relevant 

to the evolving concepts of British representational theory as they have 

been practiced in modern British political history. In tracing the develop

ment of both the theory and the practice I am concerned with showing the 

Conservative response as another link in that evolutionary chain. The paper 

should be read with that idea firmly in mind. 



Chapter 2M 

Historical Perspectives Of 

The 

Communicat i ons Gap 

Certainly, Gentlemen, it ought to be the happiness 
and glory of a representative to live in the striot
est union, t he closest correspondence, and the most 
unreserved communication with his constituents. Their 
wishes ought to have great weight with him; their 
opinions high respect; their business unremitted at
tention ••• But his unbiased opinion, his mature judg
ment, his enlightened conscience. he ouv.ht not to 
sacrifice to you, to any man, or to any set of men 
living •••• 

Edmund Burke 



Historical Perspectives of the 

Communications Gap 

The gap in reverse communications in British politics is the politi

cal stepchild of a long historical and cultural tradition, one which ante

~tes not only the rise of political parties, but the parliamentary system 

itself. The ideas of Bagehot, of Mill, and of Burke ga1ned currency only 

because they were an attempt to accommodate old political norms to new so

cial realities. Each man wrote perceptively about the society of his own 

~y, analyzing 1ts beliefs and institutions in the light of those observa

tions . All three were content to leave some things as they found them, but 

wMt is more to the pOint is that they were also determined to change cer

tain facets of the political super-structure in order to make them more 

adaptable to the larger social context i~ which they had their meaning. 

This long tradition of adaptation perSists in modern British politics in 

a variety of forms, some institutionalized and some not . It denotes an at

titude toward government and society and history by the individual - par

Ucularly in his relation to all three. 

It can hardly be surpriSing, then, to find that this attitude is it

self basic to the principles of the British constitution. That body of doc

trine exists as the political expression of a national turn of mind; con

sequently the two share a set of common characteristics. Both are pragmat

1s and evolutionary. Change dictates the need for evolution, but experi

ence suggests a certain way of going about it; there is a concern that 

cMnge be shaped and controlled with a respect for the past as well as a 
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certain attent1veness for the present. In one sense this 1s the real me n

1~ of what Bagehot called the deferential society: what is being deferred 

o are the instituttons and ideas of the past, since it is assumed that 

there was good and sufficient reason for their creation in the first place. 

This deferential attitude does not, of course, explain the tradition so en

demic to British political life, but it does suggest a reason for it . 

Traditionally the political communications gap had its existence in 

an institution and its expression in an idea. Simply put, the gap in reverse 

communications existed because of the wider gap which was prevalent in 

political representation. If someone is excluded from the political process, 

wMtever the reason may be, it is hardly likely that the political insti 

tutions will solicit his opinions, much less listen to them. England in the 

eighteenth century was a highly stratified society which, to psraphrase 

Anthony Sampson, was composed of two parts: the landed gentry and all the 

rest. This was government by the few for the many, except that the many had 

very little to say about it since they lacked the franchise. Government was 

the preserve of a coterie of wealthy landowners and aristocrats who ruled 

both because they were wealthy and because they were aristocrats. As the 

beneficiaries of the Glorious Revolution of 1688, theirs was an inheri

tance of a system of power relationships which posited a highly developed 

and elitist form of government. Of that form of government a modern com

mentator has written: 

Traditional y the government of England was not in the 
hands of 'the people', but rather in the hands of the 
Crown, advised in its work by Parliaments controlled by 
small groups of aristocrats and wealthy landowners. 1 
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The upper class not only had representation it had control. and government 

was merely the instrument used fir the preservation of its own interests. 

That the great mass of the people were alienated from the centers of 

1nfluence was only a reflection of the structuring of society at large. 

Sooiety was stratified in accordance with a hierarchy of values whioh 

paced ownership of land at the top and manual labor somewhere near the 

bottom. The theoretical justfication for the status quo held that only the 

~nded interests were capable of governing since only they had a stake in 

it. Similarly they were the only ones who enjoyed either the leisure or 

the training necessary to govern. At the head of society stood the monar

chy as Chief Representatives of all the people, the precedents of Cromwell 

and 1688 notwithstanding. The Member of Parliament owed his ultimate alle

giance to the Sovereign, regardless of differences on given issues , and 

he viewed himself as entirely subordinate to that authority. This was be-

CRUS e t 

••• the role of the ~lember of Parliament was what it had 
been in Medieval theory ••• M.P.s were del gates or attor
neys for their constituencies and their function ••• was 
to bind their const1tuencies to ~ke good the grants of 
supply to H.~ • And in practice they were preoccupied with 
local and spec1al interests. 2 

Neither Parliament nor its members had as yet come into their own. 

But with the progress of the eighteenth century and the attrition of 

power from Whitehall to Westminster Parliament became the representative 

of the national interest. Parliament still represented the landed gentry 

over all, but because he was now an artlculator of the national interest 

the Member of Parliament now had to devote himself to less parochial 

points of view than had formerly been the ease. What was good for Shrop

shire might or might not be good for Britain; it was now up to the Member 

for Shropshlre to place his constituency's interests in their proper per
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speotive with respect to what was inoreasingly viewed as an organic sooi

aty. 

From this patter of representation oame the classical model of pe.r 

l19,mentary representational theory, best articulated by Edmund Burke. The 

import ance of Parliament as representative of the whole dictated the need 

not only for a certain type of ember, but also a particular bent of mind. 

Since that elected official should come by birth from the governing classes, 

it was only natural that his function should be such as to make best use 

of his faculties of reason. Nothing should prevent him from discharging his 

duty to the country as a whole according to his highrst inclinations. The 

olassical articulation of the classical model came from Burte himselfl 

Your representative owes you, not only his industry, but 
his judgment; and he betrays instead of serving you, if 
he sacrifices it to your opinion. J 

w its highest form the classical model treated the Member of Parli~ment 

as an objective statesman rendering impartial decisions, motivated only 

bl the very highest of sentiments. There ls no doubt that Burke was speak

1~ for a great many of his peers when he made that speech in Brlstol, for 

in one form or another his views exerted great influence , not only during 

"he final quarter of the eighteenth century, but for the first half of the 

nineteenth as well. 

The reality of the classical model was considerably less high minded 

Mn Burke suggested. In a society which accepted the legitimacy of cor

por.ate interests it was natural that the Member of Parliament should be 

broker of those interests and a spokesman for them as well. The constit 

uencies tended to represent a few influential members of the gentry as well 
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as some lesser lights and the electoral process within those constituen

cies resembled a rather discreet auotion. The rotten boroughs gained a cer

tain well deserved notor1ety, but they were in many ways typical of the 

hrger situat1on. In a constituency where one 1nfluential notable had con

slderable means h1s vote could be the only one worth having, the corollary 

belng, of course, that his voioe was the only one worth representing. 

The communications process within such a system was quite s1mple: it 

1nvolved listening to the purveyors of influence, both within a constltu

ency and outside it. Professor Samuel H. Beer has pointed out that there 

Were certain well defined channels of communication for the privileged in

terests to use that went beyond the limits of anyone constituency• 

••• petitions and other expressions of public opinion 
outside Parliament were normally expected to come from 
such bodies as the municipal corporations, the universi
ties, deans and chapters of cathedrals, magistrates and 
grand juries at quarter sesslons and assizes. But so long 
as the interested groups proceeded through such legitimate 

. and restricted channels, they were given a generous role 
in government. 4 

These same interests were also privileged to have direct representation in 

the House of Lords 1n the unlikely event that their welfare should be over

looked for lack of exposure. Consequently the town corporations , the nobil

tty and the wealthy were able to make their voice and their influence felt 

in government. 

Naturally enough this kind of representation led to problems if you 

were neither incorporated, noble nor wealthy. If a group within a constit

uency did not have the ear of their Member, then, assuming someone else did, 

the Burkean theory of representative government was capable of infinite per
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Part Two 

In the nineteenth century the British political system had to accom


te itself with the ideas of democracy that were an adjunct of the Indus

tievolution. The structure of the classical model, as has been seen, 


8.9 not oriented toward popular consultation; the efforts to move it in 

tMt direction were at the center of muoh of the political debate which went 

on during the period. Benjamin Disraeli summed up much of the problem in 

these words: 

In a progressive country change is a oonstant, and the 
greet question is not whether you should resist change 
Which is inevitable, but whether that change should be 
carried out in deference to the manners, the customs , 
the laws and the traditions of the people. 6 

he idee that government cannot afford to be static in an age of c~nge was 

great response by the parliamentary system to the dynamics of political 

!volution. 

The social forces which forced the system to make basic changes within 

itself need not be catalogued here. It is sufficient to note that the r1s

t~ middle class, together with elements of the working classes , succeeded 

in obtaining the franchise in a series of electoral reforms which began in 

18)2 and which were not actually completed before 1914. The Reform of 18)2 

1n ~ny ways 1s the most important reform of all, if for no other reason 

that it was the first. Other reforms followed on its heels tha t were 

of a general levelling process wh1ch took place throughout British pol

during the period, since the ruling class was forced to make further 

M n 

it ic s 

once.ssions once they M.d enfranchised another class with different 1nter
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for the future, 

s an eternal verity repos1ng 
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bso1ute primacy of 

v , rticularly in respect 

as " ~om thing of 

iolate and 

overned social interaction from 
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sts. ~e result of these reforms was to create a new balance of power, 

etween the landed interest and the urban middle class' 7 The ruling class 

d not surrendered - Sir Ivor Jennings points out that 1832 increased t he 

"eotorate only from 3.1 per cent to 4.7 percent - but the pattern of rep

sentation was changing because some one else was doing the representing 8 

The political history of the second quarter of the nineteenth century 

! one of dislocation and factionalism as the par11amentary system tried 

'oadapt itself to the new pattern of representation. As Parliament went 

levelling activities in some confusion but ith firm intent 9 

-A message deliver ed in a tone which seemed to brush aside all 

that the independence of the individual in the State 

on the foundations of reason" 10 John Stuart 

on the scene, a fortunate happenstance as the prev lent 

day bore lit tle resemblance to reality. 

were not, of course, entirely his own creation. They 

in part from the French Revolution and from the head of that great

In his writings Mill stressed t he 

the individual - any individual regardless of his sta

in life. In 2n Liberty Mill explored the nature of the individual in 

to the new situation in which, 'each was 

the rest". It was imperative that each individual be treat

an autonomous moral entity; his personal sphere was in

t he only form of regulation which was proper was that which 

man to man. He went farther in Represent

-if 'each is the only safe guardian of his own rights and 

it is clear that all ought to h share in t~e sovereign 
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as the whole cannot take part personally in public affairs, 

that the 1deal type of government is representative govern

moral qua11ty of that government was also suggested: 

The most perfect pleasures being those which are the most 
elevated in their nature, the path which the individual 
must take to attain his own happiness 1s that wh1ch leads 
to the welfare of the human race. In this sense personal 
happ1ness can only be fully realized in the general wel
fare, and egoism to become a reality must 1dentify itself 
with altruism. 12 

In the latter half of the nineteenth century it was Ifill who would replace 

the classical model as being overshadowed by the liberal one. 

Egoism became identified with reality in the person of Benjamin Ois

eH. It was he who presided over the Conservative party's conversion to 

called "popular Toryism". S1nce the Reform Bill of 18)2 

' !Ie object ofboth parties had been the allegiance of the ne ly enfranchised 

became clear to Disraeli that if the Tory party were to capture 

'e support of the Whiggish urban voters, then steps had to be taken to 

!ncourage some mutual identification of interests. The philosophical turn 

ln	 Britis h politics toward the representation of individuals as advocated 

Mill has already been noted. The need for a receptiveness to that kind 

of influence could be conveniently dealt with from the top: in one sense 

. was only a public relations feat . But what was more basic was the need 

the electorate on their home grounds. Consequ-ently the Reform of 

the signal for an intense preoccupation of the parties with the1r 

toral re sters • 

••• registration became •••a gap through which the parties, 
hitherto confined to Parliament. made their way into the 
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constituenc1es and gradually covered the whole country 
with the networks of their organizatIons . 1) 

The importanoe ofthat development should not be missed for it shows 

the nature of the initial response of the parliamentary system to the 

pressures with which it was forced to deal. Beer points out that at this 

time, nparty, as a source of policy, was weak", and that the most important 

political action sources were the reformist pressure groups 14 With the 

Iranchise being what it was, things could hardly have been any othe~ way. 

The hitherto restricted arena of legitimate pol1tical communication had been 

broken open and it became the task of the parties to find a way to pick up 

he pieces. In the years following 18)2 both parties set up registration 

sooieties for the express purpose of identifying and encouraging those elec

tors who were thought sympathetic to the party's views. As has been noted 

bove, the Liberals were the first to make great use fo those aSSOCiations. 

rhe Conservatives had them as well but they were maInly tools of the local 

gentry. They were, however, a first step toward the creation of the elabo

~te extra-parliamentary party which grew up after 1867 and which owed so 

mLlch to the patronage of Disraeli. 

Part Three 

In addition to the problem of representing the masses and finding an 

~ganizational structure capable of soliciting votes and hearing opinions, 

the party organizations in and out of Parliament had to deal with the, 

•••Rad1cal doctr1nes concerning governments by the majority. 
The norm of 'majority rule' on the one hand gives special 
importance to the views of the peripheral public; on the 
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other, it can be used to ignore critic1sm from minorities. 15 

It followed that if the majority was sovereign then prudence dictated 

tMt the majority must of necessity be an educated one, insofar as possible. 

Pol1tical education, then, had to be a goal of the party establishments. 

The question was, how to go about it? 'rhe Liberals had their Caucus and 

tried to promote a kind of democratic representation within their organi

~tlon 1n Parliament. The Tories had very lit t le besides their old registra

tion societies. Their National Union of Conservative and Constitutional As

sooiations was not equipped to enroll them masses let alone educate them. 

The local associations within the parent body were merely, "voluntary eom

b1~tions of partisans, devoid of representational character, modelled on 

the usual pattern of Registration Societies" 16 Disraeli, in the years just 

before 1867 and thereafter, saw the reorganization of the assooiations as 

one fothe most important aspects ofhis drive to make the Conservatives a 

potent electoral force against the Liberals. It made sense to ally the par

l1amentary party with the issues that attracted t"'e sympathy of the me.sses, 

but Dlsraeli reasoned that it was at least as important to rid the local 

iSS oc 1at ions of th e ir reae t i onary stigma . 

To accomplish that end Disraeli appointed Sir John Gorst. After 1867 

it was Gorst's job to provide the party with an organization capable of oon

;estlng every seat in Britain, a task made all the more urgent by the faot 

the electorate had risen to 8.5 per cent of the popUlation 17 To build 

looal associations Gorst deliberately sought out what ostrogorski ca1

'energetIc men of Tory views', enoouraging them to partioipate 1n the 

in their own localities. By involving these talented people 

local parties it was possible to evolve a neW leadership from the 

up. In those areas where there were no associations the new breed 
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ould start them. Due to Gorst's efforts 1n th1s area there was created a 

ory party at the local level whlch tended to be representat1ve of the 

people who supported 1t, and although 1t was a reform which was not car

r1ed out wlthout some difflculty, the precedent of wide-spread voter involve

ent mad been set. 

As a direct result of Disrae11's efforts the Conservative party made 

some effort to accomodate itself w1th the classes whose lnterests lt had 

formerly been lndlfferent to, but whose support it now needed. The party 

1nParliament wo uld seek to identlfy ltself with the issues that tended to 

Uaw the support of the urban voter blocs, while the party at the local 

level would carry forward the Tory banner by educating and involving the 

eis 

. 

sses directly 1n party affairs. W1th1n the Conservative party weak chan

of communication from the electoral as soc1at10ns to the par11amentary 

ty were be1ng developed. Such as t he contribution of 'popular Toryism'. 

Part Four 

In the years ~fter D1srael1 the Conservat1ves tr1ed to make t hat pop

~r Toryism relevant to the people at large. The1r excesses ln dOing so 

ere remarkable. What was embraced was the view that society as a whole was 

up of different classes whose a1ms were different but complementary. 

,he local as oclati ons continued to grow and prosper and the electoral re

ults showed their effectiveness. The local associat10ns of both part1es 

ere not, however, the only polit1cal act t on groups set up w1th1n the con

It1tuenc1es. Other organ1zations were estab11shed along Ith the local as

oclat1ons which had a d1fferent funct t on but the same purpose - electoral 
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aggrandizement. 

It will be recalled from the last sectlon that the democratization 

of the local Conservative associations had been charged to Sir John 

lorst. Part of his plan for the integration of the working classes into 

the 9ffairs of the local parties involved the creation, in November of 

1867, of the National Union of Conservative Working-Men's Associations. 

The idea of political associations growing out of soclal surroundings was 

one which had wide notoriety at the time. An earlier non-partisan associa

tion of working class slubs had been funded by wealthy patrons for the 

p~pose of enlightening the masses. Both parties Were quick to seize upon 

the soheme and exploit it for their own ends . 

The Conservatives lost no time in enrolling as many workers into the 

local clubs as were misguided enough to be deceived by such n obvious 

ploy. Although the local clubs existed side by side with the constituency 

assooiations they were not, of course, granted any say in the administra

tion of the local party 18 The working class members of the clubs were no 

longer just token representatives of their class, they were an independent 

political force. As such they were to be coddled, but only at arm's length. 

It was not long beofre these clubs ran into trouble with the facts of so

c1al life in Victorian England. 

The ways ~ English SOCiety, and particularly the Tory 
section of it, not being favorable to daily intercourse 
between men of different classes on a footing of equal
ity, the popular element was left to itself in those 
clubs. 19 

Mt basic contradiction between representing the lower classes while try

~g desperately not to embrace them at close range should have been readily 
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pparent to the Tory leadership, and indeed Disraeli himself emerged 


br1efly from semi-retirement to denounce the whole thing at a speech in 


Jlasgow 1n 1873. He thought that the program as it had developed was in


J~iOUB to his own theories about the organic state, but the local organl


terB, "evidently thought that theory was one thing and practlce another, 


.Mt the best way of imparting cohesion to the electoral forces was to ar


~nge the voters in the order in which they were grouped in daily life, 


.here classes were very deeply divided n 20 


It is worth noting that the non-partisan Union of Workingmen's Clubs 


lnd Institutes, which gave birth to the idea of such clubs, was stifled for 


same reasons. They too ran into the same problems of social inte


Conservative clubs. This was especially significant since 


It showed that socla1 interaction was difficult even without a poll tlcal 


given the state of society. Even so, the politicians were quick to 


upon the clubs as a possible forum for political education of the 


political education was not, after all, a matter to be left to dls

1nterested amateurs. The combination of social incompatibility and politl 


~al explOitation soon finished the idea of non-partisan clubs. 


Political education had become a pseudonym for the distribution of 

~rty propaganda. Real education in politics for the masses, as it was per

eeived by the party system in the years after 1867, was both a sooial and 

n administrative impossib1lity. The primary reason for the failure of the 

xtra-parltamentary associations to assimilate members of the working classes 

nto their structures was that the nature of a stratified society would 

ot permit it. Class differences would not be ameliorated by a series of 

~pheDlera.l contacts between workers and local notables. From that OOS 10 mis
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the party's efforts to provide the illusion but not the 

of representat10nal reform w1thin the local as~oolatlon h1erar

so doing the party machine over-reacted to its earlier snobbery 

its plunge into the politics of democracy with a touching 

so wide a gulf between perception and reality 

doubtful that any truly democratic organization could have been set 

masses . The parliamentary system, having 

almost to the breaking point to concede representation to 

the people, went too far in the opposite direction in 

1ts attempts to encourage popular allegiance. It remained for Walter Bage

~ot to clear up the m1sconcept ion. 

Bagehot's contribution to British poli t ical thoUght was less ideolog

lcal than Mill's. Written in 1867, ~ EngliSh Constitution wac; a cle r 

e~osition of the idea that English political principles and pract1ce rest

~ ~the deferential society". His as s umption as that the common mass of 

~he people were "ignorant but respectful" ; consequently they could be ap

.ealed to in a numb~r of ways, provided that care was taken not to expect 

00 much of them. The solution was to simplify truth and get as much of it 

to the electorate as they could bear. 

English society as adm1rably well equipped to accomplish that task 

in Bagehot's view, and he was concerned with clarifying the ruling class 

erception of its own role in that context. It was suff1cient for the gov

keep the people's allegiance by a reliance on the dignified 

s of government, by which he meant the "theatrical show· associated 

1th government. The people knew little and cared less about the day to day 
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affairs of the "effic1ent parts of government". What d1d affect them was 

"he primitive notion of the state, particularly as it was embodi d in the 

o~rohy. The pomp and glitter of that portion of government as at least 

pprehendable by the masses; they respected 1t naturally without o ing 

uite why. The substance of Bagehot's premise was that it was of little 

orth to attempt to command the intellects of men: far better not to com

them at all if they could just be kept neutral and deferential. Once 

was accomp11shed, presumably by the dignified parts of g&vernment, 

rest would follow along. 

The corollary that went with this approach had to do with t~e efficient 

as well, involving the genera theory of parliamentary representation 

communication. It poslted not so much he hearing of publ1c 

op1nion as the shaping of It. The 'deferential norms' of the society ere 

o be heavlly relied upon to accompllsh the task of polltical socl liza

top down as opposed to be Disraelian notions of upward social

l~tlon. The polltieal ellte, ln order to lead, had to be the polltlcal 

elite, and, to complete the circle, their position as the elite meant that 

~lley could lead. The people were willlng to accept strong personal leader

hip ln the efficient parts of government because they identified str~ng 

personal leadership withthe symbols of the dignified part of It. Bagehot 

imslef expressed the importance of what might be termed the deference mod

el of parllamentarY representatlon: 

••• the mass of 'ten pound' householders d1d not really 
form thelr own opinions and d1d not exact of thelr repre
sentatlves an obedlence to those opinions; they were in 
fact guided ln their judgment by the better ducated clas
ses, and gave those representatives much lioense. 21 
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How then d1d this differ from Burke? Had English political theory 

full circle in the century between Burke and Bagehot? In a sense it 

nt 

nY 

d, but there is a more important sense in hich it had not. There had been 

advance in ph1losoph1cal ideology wh1ch made possible the enfranchise

of the common man, a levelling process which was again advanced by the 

eforms of1885, and whioh made the old idea of government as a holdlng com

for the wealthy class obsolescent. There was the further concept of 

~rty structure wh1ch attempted to cut across class differences to unite 

11 segments of an interdependent society. Above all there was the theory 

: rational progress, so sklilfully articulated by Disraeli. There was 

way to repeal the nineteenth century and experience suggested that lt 

o~d be unwise to try. The third quarter of the century did not see a re

ersion to the Burkean ideas of representation: it only looked that way. 

Bagehot recognized that a form of demooracy was there to stay; but he 

Iso reoognized that there was a more important point - that it was Engllsh 

emocracy that had arrived. There was certainly a need to make the crook d 

might and the rough places plain, but what could never be forgotten or 

nored was the strength of the larger heritage whloh still provided a con

~nt reference polnt even in the midst of change. What the leaders of the 

rliamentary system had forgotten in the nineteenth oentury, and Which 

gehot went to great pains to remind them of, were the thousand years of 

~ltish history which were a far stronger agent of polltical soclallzatlon 

Mn a 1 ~art¥ or~n1zatlon could ever hove to be. Consequently the elec

omte, even the newly enfranchised parts of it, could stll1 be reached ln 

onventlonal ways slmply by constructlng a party machlne whlch recognlzed 

he existence of those ancient soclal norms and acted accordlngly. The 
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people wished to be represented, but they Were content to be represented 

d1stance. 

The history of English democracy we.s the compromise of old institu

with new realities. The non-communication so evident in the classical 

rom a 

odel had 1tself been indicative of the near feudal state which then exis

ted. The pressures of the forced embrace with democracy had brought about 

a profusion of organization which resulted in the creation of an elaborate 

~rty apparatus outside Parliament which was geared not to political educa

ton but political electioneering. The original attempt to turn the parties 

.nto reciprocal means of education and information had been a failure in 

terms of the expected response by the masses, probably due to misconcep

tions by the leadership. With the growth of the extra-parliamentary parties 

there was a decline in the activities of the reform groups which had play

~ so prominent a role in the ind1vidualistic politics of the Victorian 

e , and since the 1880's, "the parties with their growing research and 

publicity departments have become more and more the centers from which new 

ideas are propagated among the voters" 22 In the cloSing years of the cen

t~y the idea of an institutionalized communications system still had some 

appeal, and it was for the political leadership to make the party struc

t~es amenable enough to public opinion to be influenced by it, but not 

swayed by it. 2 

ThiS, then, is the h1story of the justifications for the gap in re

verse communications in British po11tical life. It 1s represented in the 

progression from th~ classical model of representation through the liberal 

and ending with the deferential model, all ofwhlch were attempts to justify 

particular relationship between government and individual. What emerged 
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~om a century of conflict and experimentation was the idea that political 

;presentatlon was best achieved when government was in contact with people 

ut slightly aloof from them as well. This concept with its obvious impact 

on communications theory has persisted into modern British political life 

nd plays an important part in the nature of the Conservative party's res

~nse. 
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Chapter Two 

Contemporary Perception Of 

The 

CommunicaXions Gap 

Government requires a continuous two-way flow of 
information, horizontally and vertically; this 
feedback is necessary if governors and governed 
are to take into account each other's behavior 
and adjust their future actions accordingly. 

Richard Rose 



Contemporary Perception of the 

Communications Gap 

The separat10n of people and government which has characterized much 

of Brit1sh pol1tical life finds modern expression in the parliamentary 

system 1n a variety of ways. It 1s, for example, understood that the Mem

ber of Parliament, while nominally responsible to the people who elect h1m, 

is a member of one party or another and as such is expeoted to adhere to 

~rty policy 1n the d1v1sion lobbies. The parties themselves are thought 

o pay particular attention to the wants of the people who vote for them, 

yet the formulation of party policy takes place 1n an atmosphere which is 

almost to ally devoid of popular inVolvement. Government itself is the 

overnment of all the people, yet it rarely comes into contaot with any 

of them except when it Wishes to license or to tax. And apart from these 

echanical separations the pOWerful norms of British life reach out to en

rorce the separations im osed by the political institutions. 

The nature of the gap between people and government is not, then, 

just confined to communications but 1n fact underlies much of the politi

oal climate. In reoent years much attention has been given to the problem 

of popular exolusion from the political process since an inoreasing doubt 

MS been thrown on the validity of quinquennial elections as the be-all 

md the end-all of demooratio expression. However, little of this atten

t ion has been direoted specifically at the communications problem but has 

instead taken other forms; consequently the communications gap has surfaoed, 

but has been cloaked in such code words as alienation, distanoe and unre
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sponslveness. Whatever the terminology, the problem is the same. hat has 

been increasingly perceived is an interruption in the process of meaningful 

poll tical contact between the electors and their representatives in the par

l1amentary system. Since it is the electorate which is either un illlng or 

uMble to communicate with the politicians on a political level, the break 

1s referred to as a gap in reverse communications. 

It is assumed for the purposes of this study that political oommunica

tions are those forms of contact between electors and representatives which 

take place on a pollcy level. If the 'demos' are to rule then presumably 

they must not only be able to speak, but also to speak on the substance of 

he policy. If the 'demos' choose representatives then they must be capable 

of speaking to them in this same level of substantive competence. It 

ould seem to follow that an examination of the communioations pattern of 

he British ember of Parliament is the first step in traoing the gap in 

reverse communications, and it is a study of that function which constitutes 

~he first section of this chapter. 

Part One 

The British Member of parliament is remarkably consoientious in his 

attempts to keep in close touch with his constituents. That he is able to 

do so at all is something of a minor triumph of the human spirit. Non of 

he resources available to the average [.P. are of sufficient quality o~ 

~ntity to make the job of com unicat1ng an easy one. The Palace of est

nste~ 1s not equipped with anything even remotely like sufficient of
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ftce space for the embers and the most that an M.P. can usually hope for 

1s a desk in the library more or less to himself and perhaps a filing cab

inet where he can keep his papers. He receives few allowances which would 

permit him to alleviate the situation, any office space or secretarial help 

which an M.P. has is paid for out of his own pocket, and it 1s by no means 

tlear that his annual salary is sufficiently large as to make this expense 

a trifling one. In addition, Members ofParliament do not enjoy the franking 

pr1vilege possessed by their legislative counterparts in the American Con

gress. Consequently one sees in the physical situation of the M.P. a cer

tain insufficiency as far as communication facilit1es are concerned, the 

lnd of disadvantage only overcome by the dutiful ember at some cost to 

himself in time, money and aggravation. 

The communications hich an .P. receives from his oonstituents pro

TIde ooncrete evidence both of t~e Member's sincer1ty and of his inability 

an ef f ective communicator between people and government. In talk

about the volume of their mail one hears mentioned most often 

or twenty-five letters per day or a composite weekly 

one hundred and forty letters per week. This is no incon-

but when one considers that most Members represent constit~ 

of fifty thousand people or more, it is clear that these letters do 

themselves const1tute a democratic dialogue. An analysis of their 

ontent clearly shows that letters to Members of Parl1ament oannot be 

eives 

of as meaningful political contaot in accordance with the definl

that term used earlier. Of the twenty or so letters which the M.P. 

on any given day, roughly half will be petitions for assistance 
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by const1tuents who are anxious to have personal grievances r1ghted 1 

These compla1nts usually involve matters such as housing (particularly with 

council houses) , pensions, national assistance or any other of a nQmber 

of things having to do with the interaction of the welfare state and its 

cltizens. The rest of the .P.'s mail is divided between circulars from 

interest groups of all kinds as w 11 as some few contacts which might pos

sibly be called communication on the level of pollcy determination. It is 

alear that this last category ls a miniscule one and except in times of 

crisis or heated debate it constitutes only a negligible proportion of 

~he Member's mail. 

The dispensation of the petitions for assistance has received some at 

tention elsewhere 2 For the purposes of this study it needs only to be men

ttoned that the bulk of these requests are for rded to the appropriate of

1clals with a note from the Member sking for e1ther a review ofthe c se 

or for speo1alized information relevant to the particular grievance. While 

K.P.s are reluctant to use their 'influence' to extort special concess1ons 

the whole prooess of th1s grievance maohinery 1s ade

up in Peter Richards ' phrase, ·competitlon for government 

The compettion takes up a good bit of the ember's time, and it 

some contact with the people he represents; the con

is not a political one sinoe no ideas are being transmitted 

communications apparatus. Although the potential for that con-

it is clear that letters to Members of Parliament do not serve 

unications link between people and parliament 3 
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Letters are not the only form of contact which an M.P. has ith his 

constituents. Of equal importance are the 'surgeries' which most Members 

old in their constituenc1es on a regular basis. In an important survey 

of oonstituency surgeries Robert E. Do se found that only 20.7 per cent 

of the Conservative M.P.s sampled did not hold regular surgeries; the cor

responding figure for Labour M.P.s was 17.9 per cent 4 The surgery session 

takes place on a weekend in the ember's constituency and forseveral hours 

he sits and hears as many of his constituents as may drop in. The sessions 

are usually held in the local party's committee rooms and are normally ad

~ertlsed in advance. In this personal confrontation of M.P. and elector 

one might hope to find a way of br1dging the reverse communioations gap; 

surely the peopl~ must be able to get their vle s across to a man who would 

solicit their opinions in their own neighborhood, even lf they would not 

the trouble to write him a letter telling him what they think. Ho ever, 

Dowse study reveals that there is a statistical set of proofs for what 

previously been 1nformed conjecture; that ls. that the bulk of the 

ake 

wrgery attendants are concerned with precisely the same klnd of welfare 


uests that the great majority of the ember's corxespondents are. 


Dowse found that the two concerns most often expressed by surgery at 


tendants Were hous1ng and penslons 5 The whole focus of the surgery seemed 


o be in its extension of the parliamentary grievance machlnery to the local 

level. Perhaps for that reason the study found that Labour M.P.s valu d the 

9~geries more than did the Conservatives becuase Labour supporters were 

leged to have more difficulty writing letters and ould, therefore. have 

ore reason to make use of surgery sessions. The present study found thBt 
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most ,oJ.embers did in fact approach their surgery in much the same way as 

hey approached their mail. One M.P. put it this way: ••• there is very 

little the surgery does that could not be handled by lette.r". ost Members 

saw the surgery function as an overlap of their 'ombudsman' duties and 

~ually expressed the belief that the surgery was more helpful than a let

ter only because if its face to face nature. 

Opinion was divided on the surgery's efficacy as an 1nformation-gath

ering device. Some M.P.s, echoing Dowse's findings , found it helpful 1n 

getting a 'feel' of the constituency and its problems. Most of the Members 

felt that this was due to aspect of personal interaction, rather than to 

!ny inherent content of the problems which were discussed 6 Other I .P.s ex

pressed a more aloof attitude toward the surgery, one labour mber gOing 

so far as to say that surgery attendants tended to be oddballs and bores 

ho have ideological axes to grind"; consequently he felt that the surgery 

1d not necessarily serve as a representative sampling of constituency 

opinion. A Conservative M.P., perhaps recalling Burke, thought surgeries 

waste of time beoause he didn't partioularly care what his constituents 

·hought; what was important was what he thought and if his constituents 

did not like what he thought they could get rid of him. Generally speak1ng, 

~evert a consensus seemed to be that surgeries were helpful 1n reassur1ng 

he electorate of the ember's occasional acoessibil1ty and in providing 

he M.P. with some idea of what people were saying as a kind of incidental 

reward. No one placed primacy on the surgery as a device for politioal oon

act, and few M.P.s would disagree withthe statement made by one of their 

lleagues who said that, "the most significant part of t~e surgery 1s the 
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ad about it that goes in the newspaper" . 

After the media of letters and surgeries, the ost often mentioned 

point of contact between representat1ves and electors in Britain 1s the lo

cal and, in some cases, the national press. Host cities in Britain are ser

ved by at least one local paper, local 1n the sense of municipal or region

al. All areas, of course, have access to the national dailies such as The 

Times, The Guardian and the Daily Telegraph , just to cite examples of the 

'quallty' press. Most .P.s have little difficulty in getting their names 

M sometimes their faces into the pages oft~e local papers, depending on 

~he1r own initiative. Members of Parliament from some of the major c1ties , 

nd particularly London, are at a real dlsadvantage since there the local 

press is indistinguishable from the national. The ember from a London or 

a Mancheste cons ituency finds that he cannot get 'local' coverage unless 

ne 1s Ina king nat i ona1 news. 

It is difficult to see how the use of the media, and especially the 

newspapers, can be thought of as a possible channel of communications from 

:he electors to their representatives. Preoisely the opposite is true slnce 

the media serve mainly as a vehicle to transmit the Views, to use Professor 

Richard C. Rose's terminology, of the national politicians to the peripheral 

and not the other way round. Since World War II the national press 

given much attention to the publication of opinion polls , especially 

election time. The publishing of polls certainly represents an at

to solic1t the opinions of the peole, or perhaps to manipulate them, 

the polls themselves provide only an index of popular opinion at any 

moment; they are not an articulation of popular ideas, only a state
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of their existence. 

Many Members of Parliament feel the pressure of the media on their 

fUnctions. Many feel superseded in their role as the articulators of 

policy since those policies are more often articulated to the public by 

or television commentators. Some of the sharpest probes during 

question time have come when a government policy or announcement has been 

discussed in The Times or on the B.B.C.'s Panorama before it has made its 

~y into the pages of Hansard. The point here is that when the national 

politicians themselves feel overshadowed by the influence of the press, 

both at the local and national levels, and when they feel that their own 

~essages are short clrcuited by the apparatus of mass communicat1ons, how 

.an members of the 'peripheral public' hope to have their ideas articu

~ted in those media? 

The three channels of communicat1on between the public and the polit

icians usually thought of as the most direct kind of political contact do 

~ot t then, serve as a means of bridging the gap in reverse communications . 

Their impotence in this regard has not escaped the notice of students in 

~rltish politics, and some have made corresponding judgments about the 

ltten: 

of the ember of Parliament in a mass society. Richard Rose has 

The M.P. appears to his constituents as a court of appeal 
to whom an individual might in very special circumstances 
turn for aid. He is not perceived as a man who should and 
does participate in a continuous feedback of messages be
tween central government and his constituents. 7 

e channels of commu~ication remain open for members of the public remain 

pen for members of the public in at least two instances - letters and sur
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ger1es; the other avenue, the media, seems out off from mass access. But 

it can hardly be posited that the failure of the people to co~~ unicate 

with the parliamentary system through their elected representatives is 

due to a technical breakdown of the communications facilities. The chan

nels exist; the problem 1s their desuetude. 

Part Two 

In the parliamentary sy tem of Great Brita1n popular representatives 

are not always elected representatives. The preoedents for this practice 

were suggested in the first chapter. In the classical age of British par

liamentary representation, many times the most skillful and persuasive 

articulators of the needs and ants of the disenf anchised lower 01 ss s 

were themselves members of t~ e ruling class. ith the coming of democr9 ic 

inclinations in the nineteenth century there came also the rise of mass 

~rty organizations, as it was hoped that popular expressions of opinion 

oould be built into partisan 'institutions . The party machines outside of 

~rliament continue to exist in the twentieth century as a means of tying 

together people and government. These mass organizations reflect a need for 

popular involvement of some kind in the governmental process; logically one 

would expect to find a communications apparatus operating within the party 

structure and one would hope it extended in both direct10ns. Since the 

~rty structure ostens1bly operates to do just that 1t is necessary to 

emmine contemporary perception of the reverse communications gap as it 

uists within the parties themselves. This sect! n 1s a statement of the 



presence of that gap within the parties; an entire chapter of the paper 

will be devoted to an analysis of its development. 

Any disoussion of t e communicative capacity of the party struct ures 

in Great Britain must start w1th an 1mportant caveat. It 1s that tradition

ally the parties have solicited the opinions of their followers in formal 

and informal ways but more importantly have reserved the right to ignore 

them. There are, of course, limits as to how far this d1sregard of opinion 

can go, but it is consistent with the British leadership norms even in a 

democratic society. Neither of the major parties has been reluctant to 

screen the opinion process. The Conservat1ve faith in the necessity for in

dependence of the leadership was best expressed by Lord Randolph Churchill 

In his comment that he would no more take the advice of the Conservative 

Conference than he would that of his valet. The Labour party ha 1 0 n

aged to free itself of the dictates of its mass organization just at the 

time, significantly enough, when the ~arliamentary Labour movement had be

1un to emerge as a real force in British politics. A continuing realization 

of that structural fact and the SOCiological norm which gives rise to it 

must be kept firmly in mind throughout the analysis which follows. 

The Br1tish constituency party, be 1t Conservative or Labour, contains 

three d1stinct elements of popular involvement. There are the individuals 

tho comprise the bulk of the party's membership rolls - this 1s t he area 

of nominal membership. Secondly, there are the more committed members of 

the constituency aSSOCiations; they are the party supporters whose main 

service to the party comes during electi on campaigns when they canvass or 

lick envelopes. In addition they pay regular party dues and attend such 10
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~rty oonolaves as may be held during the oourse of the year. The third 

class of membership is by far the most active. therfore the most influen

tial; this is the group of deeply involved party members who oompose the 

leadership of the constituency as sooiation. For them politics 1s at least 

an avocation. These three levels of involvement - the general, the commit

ted and the activist - show a high rate of attrition from least to greatest , 

and the party membership as a whole is generally only a small proportion 

of the total electorate of the constituency. The Conservative party relies 

for the most part on independent memberships while the Labour party in-

eludes the collective delegates from cooperative societies and trade unions; 

nonetheless the pattern of involvement is the same. 

The local constituenoy parties may be structured through vary ng 

l evels of involvement, but the control of the local unit rests with the 

activist elements. The reason for the leadership being so constituted are 

not so obvious as might be thought from a cursory glance. In commenting on 

a problem which had already reached significant proportions, an authorita

tive co~entator wrote 1n 1930: 

••• it 1s clear that the control of the parties is not 
possessed by the rank and file. With the increase 1n the 
power of the organization (nationally) and the expansion 
of the electorate has come the enhanced importance of the 
professional element. 8 

Another section of this paper deals with the causes of the communications 

gap at some length, but it must be noted here that democratic control of 

he parties has suffered, however paradoxically, from the infUSion of de

mocracy into the political system. Dealing with an xpanded electorate re

quires a good deal of time and some rather specialized knowledge on t e 
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rt of the local party people; by their function in a mass electorate the 

rties h~ve tended to cut themselves off from mass involvement - and this 

one reason at least for the preponderance of the activist element. It 

8 also one reason why the average citizen, if that is the right phrase, 

s difficulty in getting his views across to the national leadershlp 

machines. He has little if any contro~ of the local units 

those local units are not overly solicitous about encouraging him in 

expression of his views 9 

The fact that the activist elements have more time and more effort to 


to be local party encourages their domination of ~he local unit over 


oftime. The entrenchment of their position is allied to their 


city to lend their resources; but even so it constitutes another breach 


n the communioations gap. Many of the embers of Parii ment interviewed 

this study spoke of the difficulty of breaching the dlstance 'fro 

lttee room to doorknocker'; that ls, from the political center of rep

the local level to the people of the community at large • 

.he most frequently volced criticisms were that the looal parties oocupied 

hemselves with functional duties at the expense of cutting themselves orf 

very people they were trying to reach. Even in such an important 

as an election campaign this lntrospection persists, as Richard 

• Butler pointed out in the Nuffield study of 1951: 

~ny agents regard meetings as a traditional incubus in 
the business of electioneer1ng. 'One spends half one's 
time arranging and advertising them, and then only the 
converted come - and they'd be much better occupled 1n 
canvassing', sighed one disillusioned organizer. 10 

he polltlcal ster1l1ty of many const1tuency partles may be more obvious 
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at an election but its influence is felt with consistency in the more im

portant day to day affairs of the party. Some regular contact is main

~Ined with he electorate during the party canvass or membership drive, 

but even here the contact's value, or even its existence, is dubious. One 

Conservative local agent spoke of the difficulty of enlisting the faithful 

in the canvassing drive at all and added, "To get them to go in and can

mas 1n a council house (a traditional Labour stronghold) I would have to 

convince them it was the back door to Buckingham Palace". 

Other methods of contact with the mass public take place when the 

rty sponsors local events. These may be soclal activities of all kinds: 

hist drives, wine and cheese parties, bingo, dances and the like. All of 

-hem sepm to be derived from the assumption that political contact can be 

~d by making perty aotivities seem less dull, even for a moment, than they 

really are. Depending upon the initiative of the local party heads it is 81

ng t possible to ohoose one's politics.l allegianoe, at least nominally, 

from the social calendar of the local parties; the whist, wine and cheese 

rowd usually go Conservative, devotees of bingo attend Labour's occasion

1 fetes while partisans of both groups attend the dances held by their re

spective parties from time to time. 

A more overtly political purpose is responsible for public meetings 

sp the local party units. On these occaSions a prominent figure 

either locally or na t ionally will address as many of the local party mem

bers and concerned citizenry as can be rounded up for the evening. Very 

probably this 1s the most valuable service that the local partIes perform, 

since it provides members of the party and the public with a genuine chance 

to take verbal potshots at prominent personalit es. Aside from the sa~utary 
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ects that this may have, it does provide a reasonably good forum for 

general exchange of views betwep.n electors and elected, bec use its 

unced purpose os precisely that. Consequently it is not a pArt of an 

ombudsman function but a chance to enable him to talk directly and 

itically to the people he represents. Most of the Members interviewed 

this study placed high value on the meeting's usefulness, while noting 

is somewhat limlted for mass contact by its very nature. This is 

use most of the meetlngs are held on eekend nights in public or par

buildings where facilities are not exactly commodious; also the greater 

of the populat.ion seems to limit its political discussions on week

nights to the taproom of the local public house. It ls, ho ever, sig

icant that the local party units fulfill their communicatlve capacity 

when they pro ide an opportunity for the publlc to by-pass the and 

to the representative directly. 

Since Brltain operates ltsparliamentary system with two major ~rties 

functlon it is to compete for the privilege of forming governments. 

third party whose fUnction 1s as yet undetermined, it follows that 

constituency parties will be without a ember of Parliament for 

district. And since it has become increasingly apparent in recent 

that most Parliamentary seats are 'safe' there ould seem to be an 

cation that the extent of popular involvement in, party activities and 

communication processes generally 1s 1n a greater state of decrepitude 

was previously evident even in the earlier sections of th1s chapter. 

recent (1966) study, Jorgen Rasmussen found that, 

••• in only a little more than a quarter of the parliamen
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tary constituencies in Britain do elations make any dif
ference. In the great majority of constituencies the vic
tor in an election is pre-ordained even before the can
didates are adopted. The electorate does not in fact 
choose a representative in these seats; the ef ective 
choice, the true political power lies with the local par
ty organization. This actually means that it is wielded 
by the small membership group which controls candidate 
selection. 11 

he implications ofthls finding are that Britain's party system makes of 

he party officials at the local level a group of semi-autonomous politl 

al entities who are functionally elite from the mas s of the electorate, 

! part this functional elitism is responsible for the reverse communica

tons gap. Not only is an M.P. free of electoral sanction, but the party. 

fficials who choose ~im similarly divorced from the democratic imperatives 

y their functional necessity, i.e., they have more time and other resource 

o devote to party management. 

Nor does the gap end here. As one examines the recent stUdies of the 

ole of constituency organizations one is struck by the fact that these 

sociations, for all their local power, have a curiously limited influ

nee. In a perceptive article in ~ (London)TLmes an anonymous author, des

r1bed as "a well-known figure in British politics", recently rote: 

Both (major parties) are suffering 1n some ways from the 
same disease, a growing gap between the leadership and the 
workers in the constituencies, and a consequent aliena
tion on the part of the many people from party politics 
as they have been played slnoe the war. 12 

her prominent figures in British politlcal llfe have not been so reticent 

bout attaching their names to the growing body of literature recogni ing 

elr perception of this gap. Jo Grimond, former Leader of the Liberal par

1, has been most vociferous in is comments on this and other parliamen
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problems. In commenting on the leadership gap and the 'safe seat' 

pointed out in a recent article: 

••• in theory this gap between party members and party 
representatives or between voters of the minority and 
the majority ember might be closed through the party 
structure. In theory a party member could go off to the 
annual conference and influence policy. In practice, the 
policies in office of the Labour party have borne no re
semblance to the resolutions of their conferences on tne 
policy on which they fought the election. 13 

if one recalls the caveat of leadership norms as stated in the open-

pages of this sectlon, the lack of communications between the constitu

and the annual conference shows the unique extent of the re-

e gap of people and party. 

In a five year period Richard Rose conducted a study which provided 

tistical documentation of non-communication between the local nd nAt lon

parties at the conferences. Briefly, the studv provided dat thAt the 

olutions presented to the conference by the local activists were not of 

extremist nature, or ' ideological', or in the words of the survey, 

constituency parties are nearly as apt to be voicing views derived 

the cultural values or from interest group links as they are to 

ice those clearly associated with a partisan ideologyn 14 In addition to 

turing the extremist myth Which had been a persistent part of the con

tional wisdom for so long Rose presented findings that were even more 

Approximately one third of Conservative constituency par 
ties did not present a Single resolution in the five year 
period studied (1955-1960); only 26 per cent forwarded an 
average of one resolution or more a year. This dis1nterest 
in pressing policy views cannot be attr1buted to poor pArty 
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organization, because virtually all English Conservat.ive 
constituency associations are sufficiently well organ
ized to h ve a ful time party agent. 15 

The failure to communicat was not, then, dictated by a lack of organ1za

tion. Although traditionally portrayed as the more democratio of the t 0, 

the Labour party was not exempted from the trend. In summarizing his 

findings Rose stated. 

Among Conservative constituencies 74 per cent file resolu
tions less than once a year on the average; in the Labour 
party the proportion is 79 per oent . 16 

And there was for good measure a final biting comment: 

The Labour leadership is reverting to the Burkean position 
maintained by many Conservatives, that an I.P. owes his 
constituency party supporters nothing more than his in
formed and independent judgment. 17 

Clearly the record showed the failure of he conference as a means of rev

erse communications. 

Professor Rose has also made some interestlng studies which tend to 

aonfirm the curiously attenuated influence of the constituency parties, and 

specifically the activist section of them. Noting that the activists have 

effective control of the selection process for prospective Members of Par

l1ament, Rose placed himself among the many "students of British politics 

(who) have commented upon the failure of the constituency parties to exer

cise their conSiderable powers over the candidates in such a way as to pro

i~ce M.P. s with views like their own" 18 Certainly the overriding reason 

for this most significant failure is in th nature of the party system it-

elf. Although the authority of the central offices is oarefully played 

iown in most treatises on the subject, 1t 1s diff1cult to believe that the 
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ocal parties carry forward the select10n process 1n a vacuum. Eaoh can

11date must, of cou.rse, be on an approved list of one sort or a.nother and 

it 1s doubtful that the central office organization staffs who comp1le them 

ould actively seek out for approbat1on those highly committed types whose 

.onduct might prejudice the norms of 'party disc1pline'which prevail in 

estminster. An inquiry into this area might seek to determine if central 

offlcC!l influence is suffiCiently strong to 'flunk the activists out before 

hey get in'. 

Because the power and the influence of the activists is so obviously 

.1mited in the two areas where that influence is widely thought to be pro

'ound, Rose and others have felt impelled to defend their legitimacy. Aot

:'Tist views were important for the following reasons: 

F1rst, activists may be mobilized to support a f ction 
within the elite during a leader hip criSiS. Second, Act
ivists are a major channel of com~unicatioh between M.P.s 
and party leaders and the electorate at large. Third, 
they are presumed to be ~h e last stronghold of ideologies 
within the party system. 19 

.learly what was being defended was the right of what populEtr elements exist 

1thln the party structu.res to be consulted. It is significant that even 

ne most powerful democratic element within that system was supreme in its 

n sphere - the local parties were and are virtually autonomous. But in 

hose functions Where their inflUence would be greatest, the party counsels 

00 t~e makeup of the parliamentary party personnel, in those areas their 

ower could not be brought to bear. Consequently the local parties are in

ospectlve and hierarchical; the constituency organi7ations cannot serve 

o the full extent of their com'uunicative c.qpacity - or anything approach
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it -because the channels of upward communications have not been ex

ploited by the party membership personnel. 

Part Three 

In exploring the nature of the communications gap as it is currently 

perceived this study has dealt far more with what the com~unications system 

La not rather than what it is . Detailed descriptions of what the communica

tions system is and how it works are available from several sources which 

give this topic the special detailed treatment it deserves 20 This study 

~s been more concerned with demonstrating the communications gap by exam

in1ng perception of the breakdown of contact bet een people and parliament 

t hat were thought to be the primary levels of politic I inte ac 10ns the 

ooal Member of P rliament and the l ocal constituency party. Be~ore mov1ng 

tnto the concluding section of this chapter, wh1ch deals with sugges t ed 

,auses and solutions of the problem, it is fitting to place the present 

~lndings in the perspective of general commentary on Britain's parli men

:ary reform needs . 

It ould be quite unfair to say that either embers of Parl1ament, the 

or the government are total l y out of touch with public opinion; pre

bly if that were the case the parliamnentary system would not e ist 

very long. What is being posited here is a series of communication 

'short circuits' which may be partly responsible for the growing disillusion

ent with party politics as they are now being practiced 1n Britain. There 

ls, for example, no reason why any great importance should be attached to 



e1ther the letter or the surgery as the only means of cont act ava ilable 

'0 the conscientious Member of Parliament. Most M.P.s are quick to point 

~ut that their conceptions of what their constituents are thinking a re 

·the sum of all I do". and that no one area of their activities could be 

ssigned absolute primacy. Nor is there any reason to think that the local 

rties ' communications to the national leadership are limited to party 

~onferences. Communication of some sort goes on from the electors to the 

-lected every day - usual l y in collective terms. If the case for the rev

~rse communications gap rested solely on the absence of any type of com

unication from the grouna upwards then the case would be weak indeed. 

The stUdies presented in this chapter show t he absence of a kind of 

1ndividual expression essential to democratic government. While the r

iamentary system may be able to gauge its policie and actions on gen

~ 1 gu1delines 1 id down by pub11c opinion, to limit this pol itics con

'act to an occasional election or to what the media say is going on is 

o risk an imprecise stanoe which is potentially disastrous. At least part 

of the phenomenon known as Enoch Powell Which struck Britain in the spring 

of 1968 was due not so much to innate racism of white Britons as to the 

fact that Powell was confirming a fear which many people had felt , but which 

d not been allowed to come to the surface of British political life. 

Mt followed was an ungoverned release of pent-up tensions which muddied 

;he national atmosphere for weeks and which still has not been resolved. 

It was a startling example of a volatile issue which as not allowed xpre8

10n 	 through normal channel and beoame al l the more dan erous for that 

ry reason. Potentially What is cal l ed into question is the effioacy of 
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the communications apparatus for handling thorny issues. 

Perhaps the nature of the communications process within the party 

structure was best described by Richard Rosel 

Political parties, like pressure groups, play an impor
tant part in the feedback of political messages. The a~ 
biguity involved in party membership has created controv
ersy. On the one hand, national party leaders are inter
ested in communicating with all who belong to the party 
simply by voting for it. On the other hand, the organization 
of the party provides a means of communication for the 
small fraction of voters who pay dues and attend party 
meetings. 21 

While the activist section of the party is essentially cut off from the 

rest of the electorate the voters can only go to the chief representative 

of that local party, the M.P. The evidence presented earlier indicates 

that they are not doing that 22 More weight is added to the ergument of 

non-contact when one considers the falling status of the M.P. 1n the 

national eye. 

Last September (1968), a Gallup poll showed that only 17 
per cent of the people had a thigh opinion of the sort of 
people who get elected as Labour Members of Parliament' 
and only 19 per cent held high opinions of Conservative 
M.P.s. Perhaps most damning of all is the evidence pro
duced by Gallup last June that only 7 per cent of the 
country regard the average l'!ember of Parliament as having 
a. 'great influence on this country's future'. 23 

The pattern of falling respect is carr ied further when considering the 

'usefulness'of t he M.P. 

In their latest survey, N.O.P. (National Opinion Polls) 
presented voters with nine uncompllmentary stqtements 
about poli t icians. Half or more of the voters agreed 
with each disparaging remark ••• loreover .P.s were 
ranked fifth out of eight occupations in usefulness to 
t he community behind doctors, teachers, businessmen and 
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polioemen. hen oocupat1ons were ranked 1n terms of least 
usefulness, M.P.s came second, with only cle~gymen less 
useful in the public eye. 24 

Surely this is a situation far removed from those happy times 1n hich 

,he British politicians enjoyed a good deal of popular esteem, so muoh so 

nat 1t was almost an article of faith for comparative political scientists 

to contrast the amused contempt in which most Americans hold the1r politi

~l leaders with the deference shown the Member of Parliament. Perhaps no

'hlng is so crucial to the existence of the oommunications gap as this wide

11 perceived dlsutility of the M.P. Channels of communication may be alter-

m; they may be superseded by other and better methods of contact. Letter 

r1ting and surgeries may be replaoed by alternative patterns of d1 ouss10n. 

~ut correspondenoe of any kind implies the prior ex1stence of a w1lling

esa to interact, and it is that w1llingness ' hioh is now notably absent 

.rom the British polit1cal scene. Under a democr 1c government B the Brit

lsn Parliament, when the people th1nk that the M.P. is unimportant then, 

01 defin1tion, he ~ unimportant, and cannot therefore expect extensive con

tacts with his const1tuents. A k1nd of feedback operates 1n such a system 

1th lowering levels of exposure and perception and competence in communi

cations in both direct10ns. 

Here it might be well to mention a subsidiary p01nt. It is that many 

Members of Parliament do in fact look for other ways of reaching the1r con

st1tuents . There is certainly a movement to seek out interest groups in 

the const1tuency. A seaside area may have a number of formal or informal 

fishermen's assoc1ations with which the local Member will try to make con

tact, preferably at a specially arranged meet1ng. Other ambit10us represent
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. 1ves have sWitched emphasis from the soc1al whirl of constituency 'air 

I~S' which the M.P. 1s subjected to each weekend in his const1 uency to 

more direct form of contact which involves them in personal canvassing 

1n the more obscure corners of the district. Perhaps the failure of the old 

Is once again being expressed in the search for the new. 

In attempting to document the existence of the communications gap it 

auld be unfair not to present some important commentary which specifically 

posits that such a gap does not exist, and that if it does it is insignifi 

~nt. Most Members of Parliament fall into the first category. Since so 

ny of them are so involved in communicating woth their constituents on 

non-political level they apt to point out that, if anything, a profusion 

of com~unlcatlons exists betwe n them and t eir constituents. On the more 

erious side, however, as perceptive a commentator on political communica

tions as Richard Rose conoluded his ot~erwise admirable chapter on the 

ubject in Politics In England with the observation that the, "great stabil 

1 y of the regime 1s strong indirect evidence of the general satisfaction 

with existing patterns of communication and non-communication 25 Yet the 

~1ssatisfaction with that very system is important evidence that the exist 

mg patterns of communication are not enough, a dissatisfaction Which has 

become more obvious Since Bose wrote those words, and whose course he him

self has helped to plot. 

Rose also paraphrAsed a more convincing argument in that same book. 

1t was Samuel H. Beer's contention that "much communication is made unnec

essary by the identification of party and class". a process whioh involves 

·continuous feedback" and frees the politicians from oonstant commun1oa ion 



r1th the peripheral public , yet through pressure group, party and class 

"1es. individuals may still communicate with n~tional politicians" 26 That 

rgament is predicated upon two assumptions: the coherence of the class 

tructure with its corresponding party allegiances and the success of the 

ommunications apparatus as measured by the degree of satisfaction hich 

t~ evokes. The second is easier to dispose of than t he first. There is a 

'lear body of opinion which is dissatisfied with the present parliamentary 

ystem in general and the communications aspect of it in particular, so 

~h so that even a hard-backed realist like former press lord Cecil King 

~ltes of "the declining reputation of parliamentary democracy" almost as 

If it were a commonplace. There is also much at hand to show that the first 

sswnption, that of a stratified class system, is in amhy respects dubious. 

uch of the evidence, some of which will be presented later in this paper, 

;neds to show that class lines are becoming increa Singly nebulous and so, 

eonsequently, are party allegiances. Careful stUdents of British politics 

Mve long noted the mobility of the British class structure and lts prac

leal use in electoral politics since World War II shows that t heold lines 

are not so hard and fast as they once were - either by party or by class. 

Political scientists have been criticized for being so swift in some 

of their condemnations of British politics. The ~xwell Fyfe Report made 

o the Conservative party in 1949 recognized the need not for ••••• a Con

titution which seems tidy to the student of political history or logioal 

in all respeots, as for an organization which is an educative political 

force and a machine for Winning elections" 27 Tidiness or loglc, it must 

be said, have never been the most consistent of the virtues of the parli -
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mentary system, and many times the ories for reform of one type or another 

Mve been dismissed as the ravings of academicians or, even worse, of young 

.P.s on their way up; it was presumed that with age and experience would 

come a recognition to these unfortun tes of the value of muddling through. 

It was just that kind of reception hich greeted a speech made by the Lab

our M1nister of Technology, Anthony Wedgwood Benn, at Llandudno, ales on 

~y 25, 1968. Com1ng in the wake of a wave of student violence on the oon

t1nent, it nonetheless stands as one of the best statements by a national 

politician on the existence of the communications problem. 

The Time summarized the speech as follows: 

a) People should know more about the work of government. 

b) Governemt should know bette the co~un1ties it served. 

c) The decision making fUnction of the electorate should be broadened, pos

sibly by instituting a referendum. 

d) The whole field of mass communioations should be re-examined. 

e) The consultative strength of the representative groups in the nation 

should be built up and the role of the pressure group scrutinized. 

r) The Labour party should be re-organized to take in a more democrat1c 

means of expression. 28 

By far the most interesting of all these recommendations is the fourth 

one and in paraphras1ng h1s comments on that specif1c top1c the Times said: 

(Mr. Benn) called for "••• a rad1cal re-examination of 
mass communications. 
A Prime Min1ster could address the nation, a press tycoon 
could print his own article to be read by millions. For 
ordinary people the only way of answering baok was to 
walk about w1th a placard and hope for a p1cture. The pu~ 
lic was stuck with a communications ap ratus that had 
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hardly changed since the Stone Age. "Perhaps this i one 
explanation for the fact t~t protest is edging ever 
closer to violence," Mr. Benn sid. 29 

.e im~ct of the speech and its broad implioations are strong enough to 

~nd on their own. It only needs to be added that one of the most signif

~ant aspects of the speech was the reaction it drew from the other sections 

r the polity. For a Labour inister to speak openly of particip8tory democ

cy is considered somewhat poor form, unless of course he were to disparage 

he need for it. As it was the reaction to the Benn speech was overwhelmlng

1eritlcal, and it was not limited to one side of the House. Prominent 

bour left-winger Emmanual Shinwell lost no time in deprecating the idea 

a referendum, "because the public did not have all the information on 

ome major issues on wh1ch to give a cons1dered judgment. As the Tlmes re

rted it, 

At that, Mr. Sh1nwell was a good deal more kind to Mr. 
Benn than Mr. Hogg, the Oppos1tion spokesman on home af
f~lrs. who commented: 'It was a load cf old codswallop'. 
Parliamentary government was break1ng down, he agreed, 
but Mr. Benn had not seen the reason for this.'A1l we 
want ls a general e1ectlon', he sald. 30 

e Llandudno speech was not even exempted from cr1ticism by one of Benn's 

binet colleagues, Home Secretary James Callaghan, who obliquely repudiated 

. in another speech which was widely thought to represent the Government's 

ficia1 view of the matter. 

"Whatever troubles there may be on the Cont1nent\ no one 
in Britain will. ever be able to claim that there is no 
dialogue between Government, the institutions, and the 
people", 1r. Callaghan••• said in Edinburgh last night. 
"On the contrary, the air 1s blue and slllphurous with 
argument, some of Which produces more heat than light." 31 
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The problem was put in a better perspective by a lead1ng article in 

vhe Times on May 27, entitled 'The Dangerous Gap'. Recognizing the true im

portance of the problem as many others had not, the Times cal ad it,"the 

reatest challenge faCing democracy tode.y," The leader then went on: 

Many advanced states are experiencing, within themselves, 
the same kinds of gap between public opinion and the 
machinery of government. A paradox of spciety 1s revealed: 
the society creates problems so complex that they can only 
be handled by those with specialist skill and intricate 
knowledge, and at the sa e time it produces people who 
are in general more h1ghly educated than previous genera
tions. It centralized decision-making but spreads the de
sire to make deCisions. How can democracy, in th1s predic
ament, satisfy both the need for greater efficiency and 
the need for wider participation? 

With customary preciSion the Times had hit the nail on the head. All the 

arguments in support of the existence of the gap are neatly summed up in 

he last two sentences of that paragraph. Ho t indeed, is the guestlon with 

hich the next section deals. 

Part Four 

It must first be emphasized in examining the possible solution to the 

communications problem that there is no single answer which by itself will 

eliminate the gap. Since none of the causes for it exist in a vacuum it is 

mllkely that the solutions will either. 

Easily the most demonstrable cause for the communications gap 1s tHe 

set of social and cultural norms which are the backbone of British life. 

That this should be so seems obvious, yet it frequently neglected or even 

tgnored When one seeks to find ways of political emendation. Non-co unica
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'ion 1s usually the result of non-participation, whioh comes about either 

s the result of early training or of alienation and nomie. It has been 

olnted out above how alienation plays a large part in the non-communica

'ion in British politics; but it should be stressed- that the alienation 

nforces much earlier training. 

The process of political socialization in England involves 
inculcating in a select few a concern for national poli 
tics and an expectation that their views are worth com
municating; the majority are socialized for passive politi 
cal roles, involving the avoidance of much political com
munication. , 32 

~ne effects of this early trainIng are statistically ver1fiable: 

Polit1cal Part1cipat1on In Br1tain 

Estimated Estimated %of 

Electorate, 1959 
Number 

35,400,000 
Electorate 

106% 
Party 1dent1fiers 
Voters, 1959 

27,950,000 
27,850,000 

79% 
79~ 

OrganIzation members 
Barty members, all categorIes 
Informed (named 6 politIcia ns ) 
Very interested in politics 
Organization officers (past, present) 

16,650,000 
8,850,000 
5,650,000 
5,)00,000 
4,950,000 

47% 
22% 
16% 
15% 
14% 

Individual party members 
Local party activIsts 

),225,000 
1)8,000 

9 
0.5% 

See Riohard Rose&Polltics In 
England (Table IV.2-p.89) 

Richard Rose points out that the product of sociological norms can 

e expressed in other ways than electoral voting charts. The parliamentary 

system is geared toward the expression of distinguished 1ndiv1dual opin

ton, but not to the solicitation of commonplaoe 1ndiv1dual opin1on. People 

1n high places have an easier time getting their views across to the pol

http:IV.2-p.89
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!t1cal center than do the more menial tpyes who characterize the general 

r~ of the population. The situation wil l recall the parallel with eighteenth 

oentury Britain in which access to parliamentary communications channels 

ras limited and the channels 9xtraordinarily well marked. 

It will also be remembered from the first chapter that the source of 

)ower in English society was cut off from the people. The leadership did 

ot, however, ignore the wishes ofthe masses, and made quite a practice 

f articulating them. That function still rests with the governing classes 

00 it means that while public opinion is heeded, even encouraged, it is 

ot solicited; the difference is that pub11c opin1on is heeded somewhat 

fter the fact. Edmund Burke should be kept firmly in mind when considering 

ne comment of Lord Reith of the B.B.C. 

It is occasionally indicated to us that we are apparently 
setting out to give the public what we think they need 
and not what they want - but few know what they want and 
very few what they n eed. 33 

he strongly felt norm of positive leadership can also be sensed in the 

~Icessive concern given to governmental secrecy on most matters. Secrecy 

00 elitism are the results of effective socialization, and together they 

ork to shut off reverse co unlcations. 

This traditionally aloof att~tude on the part of the ruling classes 

!S been extended into the twentieth century by the emergence of a new kind 

If elite; its roots are not grounded in property or commodity but in intel

rot. With the coml of sophisticat ed technology and more complex problems 

nd issues has come a need for a kind of intellectual elite. Aocustomed to 

he more abstruse worlds of academe and laboratory, ••• the intellectualp 



~y, in his splendid isolation, become lnsensitive to the bewilderment and 

h~n distress hlch is often seen to follow from the actions of govern

ments, scientists and technologists ••• " 34 Problems of a complex nature 

my not be easily translated to the man 1n the street and its increasingly 

~rd for him to make sense out of the issues which he is expected to han

dle politically. Understanding the issues is next to impossible, voting in

telligently on them only less so. and communioating about them on a politi

cal level a hardship scaroely to be endured. 

If there is an intelleotual elite which has become grafted onto the 

political center, there is also a consultative elite which is one of the 

most powerful forces in modern British government. The URited Kingdom has 

tn fact been embarked upon the tnea-collectivist' age for several genera

tions, and it has meant the rise of the great representative institutions: 

unions , associations, sooieties of all descriptions, cooperatives and the 

like. All claim to dpeak for the indivtduals who comprise their membership 

and there 1s little doubt that on some issues they do. The power of these 

groups 1s one response to democracy that the parliamentary system has made 

over the years, and its contributions should not be missed. But since 

hese groups have a great unwritten right - and in Britain there is no 

other kind - to be consulted on the problems which directly co cern them, 

hey have made collective action a sanctified thing; individual consultation 

and individual action are almost completely out of the question, unless 

is has been seen- one happens to be a person of note. Each of these insti

tutions risks deadening individual initiative just by virtue of being an 

institution. Thus the circle 1s complete. 
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.he consultative agencies work with the top echelons of British govern

ent in what Rose would refer to as 'horizontal communications' . Both 

'he agencies and the government at thatstage are securely insulat ed fro 

:he reach of popular opinion.. A closed circle operates on those levels and 

he effects of any action reverberate around the corners and warrens of 

h1tehall and Westminster with an intens1ty, or lack of it, which may not 

e an accurate reflection of the country as a whole. There is a clear ten

.ency to listen more carefully to what the 'hor1zontal' communicators are 

aying as opposed to the information which may be filter1ng up from the 

vertical' channels. 

This tendency 1s reinforced by the mechanics of party government. Pop-

r control of government 1s submerged beneath toe imperatlv s of party 

oyalty and minister1al responsibility. Power 1tself is exceedingl c ntral

ted in the Cabinet and t he Prime inister, all effectively beyond the 

each of common individual opinion. The party machine hich exists t outs de' 

r government 1s in a more important sense an integral part of the party 

n Parliament. And here it must be made clear that it is the 'professional' 

ide of the part org~n1zation that is being referred to, an aspect of the 

rty which 1s by no means a popular institution. Both major parties rec

nlze the inst1tution of Party Leader and both, to a greater or lesser de

ree, have built a civil service around him on a hierarchical model for the 

Ipress purpose of conducting party affairs. By being professional the par

"tes feel they cannot afford to be democratiC, even thOUgh the machin is 

apposedly a vehicle of democratic expression. Many stUdents of British pol

.tics have commented on the ascenda cy of the Central Office on both sides 
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of Smith Square, among them James Pollock, who observed almost forty years 

go that, 

Central Office really is t h e party organization and ••• 
the large federations Of constituency organizations have 
ceased to play an important part in the party mechanism. 
Contrary to certain written accounts, the Central Office 
is not the child of the big federation, nor has it been 
established or extended by it. It has grown up despite 
the opposition of the democratic organ1zation of the party 
until it has crowded out control by the rank and file ••• 
the extension of the suffrage necessitated the concen
tration 1n the Central Offices of control over the party 
organizations outside of Parliament. As the Cabinet has 
grown in power and authority, so have the Central Offices. 35 

ne trend has not been reversed in the intervening years; if anything it 

s strengthened almost to the polnt where democratic expression wIthin the 

l~ty structure 1s thought of as an a chronism. The suggestion of demo

retic control of the party bureaucracy is regarded s little less t an 

.eresy. 

The oligarchic nature of the local party structures has already been 

scribed; their ability to serve as a communications vehicle has conse

aently been dismissed. What 1s even more alarming is the extent to which 

. ltish constituencies find themselves subjected to one-party rule as a 

metical device, a point touched on earlier. The author of the study which 

ocumented the fact pointed out that, "Attenuation of the representative 

countability to the degree ascertained in Britain obviously runs counter 

o the model of democratic government " 36 What the poor man was evidently 

rying to say was that the common individual found even the one element of 

opular control left to him, the ballot box, seriously compromised by the 

rty system. If the franchise cannot be used to control the politicians 
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Ln Parliament, what good will communications of any sort do? 

The breakdown in reverse communications has also been traced to the 

ephemeral nature of the party conflict which is alleged to take place in 

Parliament daily. Acoording to Nigel Nicolson, this seemingly great con

l1ct is little more than a sham. "Elsewhere ••• the object 1s to minimize 

confliot; 1n politics the object is to augment it, and where it doesn't 

!xist, seek it out" 37 The searoh for conflict many times means that the 

Mtlonal alternative won't do, since it 1sn't good politics. The voter is 

excluded in all of this but his alternatives are limited to choosing one 

or the other of the major parties, which is not precisely the ultimate 

sanction. Peter Bromhead has polnted out that voter sanctions on election 

day will at worst inconvenienoe one party - or possibly two, depending on 

~e's pOint of view - and 'th1s is not muoh of a penalty at all' J8 The 

real penalty rests with the elector. 

In that same leadi~ artiole in which the T1mes commented on the Benn 

speech at Llandudno there was this summation of Britain's parliamentary 

lalse: 

There has been increasing dissatisfaction with British 
politics for two reasons. One os the feeling that so 
muoh part debate is irrelevant to the more complicated 
questions now facing the country. The seoond is that 
politicians are not sufficiently in touch with public 
opinion. 39 

- The latter reason has received some a t tention ln these pages, but the fo 

mer may well turn out to be the more important . In a sense it is the very 

soul of the problem. In postwar Britain the magnitude of fulfilling a dif

ficult international role with a handicapped domestic capability has pro
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llded the backdrop for much political deb~te. Yet there 1s the feeling that 

the party apparatus has failed as a device for solving the nation's ll1s. 

:he relevance that this reality has on the existence of communicetions Is 

Gbvious. People will conform to the old norms only so long as they can do 

o oomfortably, even thoUgh it is undoubtedly true that Britons will con

'orm longer than most . l'ruch of the restiveness which is now felt, particu

~rly in the negative response of a refusal to communicate in the trad1tion

1 ways, is due to the dissatisfaction with the party structure as pointed 

,ut in the Times article. In another article in the same newspaper shortly 

'hereafter an anonymous author wrote: 

This is in many respects the situation that Mr. (Jo) Grl
mond foresaw in the late fifties: a political system that 
was fundamentally out of joint because Governm nt no 
longer responded to the needs of the governed and the par
ty machine had been developed to answer the need for that 
type of government. 40 

This grim diagnosis has elicited a host of sug~ested solhtl ons eimed 

t correcting the gap 1n reverse communications, answers which are hoped 

ill have a Wide variety of therapeutic effects for the parliamentary sys

em as a Whole. l~ny of these suggested solutions are aimed at correcting 

specific aspect of the problem, others are more general and far-reaching. 

till other 'solutions · are not really solutions at all, but are kind of 

nebulous consciousness that "something must be done", although no one is 

tlite sure What. 

The solution to the root cause of the problem, the social nor~s of 

·.itish life, 1s generally unknown, although speCUlation 1s rife. It 1s not 

lear to what extent education is a oause of the problem or a possible solu
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tion to it. This the curious dichotomay pointed out by the Times, that 

education encourages more awareneSs at the same time it promotes the ex

~lusivity of special1zat10n. Certainly there 1s every reason to believe 

hat education will be made available in greater quantity and,one would 

hope, quality to an 1ncreas1ng number of young Br1tons. if this is the case 

it is difficult to see how passive polit1cal cond1tioning could continue 

to operate on such a large scale as it does now. Another self-actualizing 

olution to these norms is the increasing mobility, both social and physi

~l, of the Brit1sh worker. It is difficult to make a str1ctly 'class' ap

peal to a. worker whose own class identity is somewhat indistinct. The argu

ant is also made that if a worker is capable of choosing his physical en

1ronment, say by moving from Manchester to Bognor Regis, then he is like

ly to be more concerned with his poritical environment as well, nd take 

teps to control it more actively th n is now the case. 

In conSidering the larger context of t~e problem one hears a great 

~l about the 'new regionalism' in Britain. What is being referred to is 

:he growing need for decentralization of government, and both major p~rtie8 

re committed in one form or another to this movement back to the provinces. 

rsball Macluhan has laid the theoretical foundations for tying more effec

ive control of environment together with regionalism of all sorts. It must 

:emain to be seen if regionalism can have the effect on con~unications 

~laimed for it , but it must be pointed out that neither of the two major 

~rties can claim to have anywhere near t e proportional amount of enthu

"1astic workers now possessed by some of the separatist minority parties, 

'1otably the S.N.P. 
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While there is a movement for some kind of regionalism Bnd devolu

tion of governmental responsibility, it is unlikely that popular represen

ation in the economic sphere will be a proffered solution in the forsee

ble future. Representative institutions of all areas of the economy have 

~d to fight hard to gain their present status and a movement for reform 

hould be looked for within that system rather than outside it. Benn's 

L~ndudno speech, it will be resIled, specifically spoke of the need for 

trengthening of such institutions rather than the undermining of them al 

·ogether. Commenting on that suggestion the Times pointed out: 

Democracy is served, without loss of efficiency, if gov
ernment is forced to deal with other centers of power. 
One of the most decisive debates now going on 1s the t~ree 
cornered debate between the Government, the T.U.C., and 
the C.B.I. Of course there is always the danger that trade 
unions, organizations, professional bodies may exercise 
a degree of tyranny over t~eir members. But the answ r 
to that must be to regulate their procedures where neces
sary, not to destroy their influence. 41 

o other solutions to this touchy problem have yet been advanced. No one 

really disputes the existence of these associati ~ns but neither does any-

me know how to mak them more representative of the rank and file. 

Since World War II stUdents and observers of British politics have had 

~o learn a new word: psephology - the study of voting trends and shifts with 

he use of statistical data. The study of opinion polls and their relation 

o electoral advantage has occupied the attention of academicians , pol i 

·1cians and the general public to the point where people wonder how they 

,ver got on before without them. The use of polls has a greater Significance 

~n Simply 'tipping the winners' in an electoral joust; it has broad pos

1bilitles for providing a precise index on the popular consensus on an 
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asue at a given moment. No longer is it possible forthe polltlcla.n 

o disclaim his perception of popular opinion 1n a purely anecdotal fashion • 

•0 	 bebelieved he must be able to show supporting statistical evidenc for 

ny statement he makes regarding popular opinion. By being able to maesure 

public opinion the psepholog~sts have made it impossible forthe parliamen

:ary system to ignore the impact of popular thought, however much it might 

like to. 

Why then, it may be argued, are not polls recognized as ~ means of 

.ridging the reverse communications gap? This would in fact be an easy an-

o er but it would also be an inaccurate and a misleading one. Polls do have 

n important s t of usages but there 1s an increaSing body of opinion 

hich has called the use of polls into some doubt. ost of this commentary 

s centered on theephemeral us to hlch psephology has been consigned • 

. is pointed out that popular opinion, once it is known, C8n be put to far 

ore constructive purposes than predicting the winn~r of an election three 

~ys before the fact. Richard Rose, himself g,n able psephologist, has writ 

~n of this 'tactical' use of the polls which serves to aid direction of 

nappeal to various segments of the electorate, but are rarely used in the 

re important determination of policy 42 This use of polls can hardly be 

ought of as a great triumph of democratic expression, Since it is merely 

refinemBnt of the existing communications apparatus - from the top do n. 

peals are being aimed at the people, but the popular response 1s again 

ndlrect and nebulous, and even then it may be ignored. 

Much criticism has dealt with the fact that polls and pollsters tend 

concentrate simply on the results of what the people may h8ppen to think 
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~n a given issue at a given momentJ 1t is suggested tha t this result is 

lnly superficial, that what is even more important is the attitude struc

~e of the community at large. Many factors influence a decision hich is 

tna11y expressed in a voting booth, and to concentrate only on the result 

If a vote is to ignore the psychological complexities which bear so much 

m the problem. The exploration of this field of electoral theory has fal 

en to electoral soc1010gists. Comparatively little has been done 1n the 

'1eld, so little 1n fact that there are serious breaches in both the theory 

ad practi e of psephology. Graeme oodie has written: 

The importance of the 'images' presented by a party and 
its leaders has been stressed. But we still know little 
or nothing about the way in hich these images are formed 
nor why one rather than another of several conflicting 
images comes to predominate ••• It is therefore s t ill i 
possible confidently to determine the relative ole in 
the formation of images of such things as party behaviour, 
social circumstances and individual attitudes. 43 

The foxes and hounds 'approach to psephology has been criticized also 

or not paYin~ enough attention to the formation of political attitudes 

'ich takes place between elections. Political theorist John Plamenatz 

ointed out that the electoral process was an evolutionary thing and viewed 

crorts at quantification as, at best, imprecise as an indicator of the 

oughts and ideas ofthe masses 44 Peter Campbell suggested over ten years 

go that 'American style opinion polls' be instituted as a continuing in-

ex of social opinion, and added, 

In conjuhction ith studies of the local attitudes of par
ties and semi-political bodies they could add greatly to 
our knowledge of poli t ics and help us put elections into 
their proper place as steps in a political process that 
is continual and not intermit t ent. 45 
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Although it may be impossible for the pollticalellte to ignore 

totally the findings of t~e psepho og1sts, it must not be as~umed that 

they don't try. Consequently one of the major obstacles to the use of polls 

1s the politician. Government in general is gulity of this as well, somewhat 

of a carry-over from the old idea of articulating the wishes of rhe masses. 

when the masses get a voice of their own it is discounted. The government 

~s been urged to take steps in the direction of direct citizen participa

10n by the use of market research methods. The determination of a need 

comes in many ways and it is suggested that using known techniques whose 

Qtility has been proven in the market place can make that judgment more pre

~18e. Its precision can be proven by statistical method and its integrity 

ssured because it is the citizen who is being consulted. This argument has 

een put most persuasively by William Gregory in a recent article. He also 

points out that thi research could be carried forward by the govern ent, 

lnce it already makes use of statistical method in many of its departments. 

he census data, for example, have broad sociological and political implic 

10ns; the results of the research could be made available on a bi-partis n 

s1s. In this way communication from the ground upwards could be achieved, 

hopefully on a scientific basis. 

The objection usually made to this kind of reform which involves the 

ltizen in other than a passive political role is to the effect popular 

~pinion must give way to leadership, which, being interpreted, means that 

~rliament must have its own way; Burke 1s dusted off, trotted out, and the 

Issue confused, while 'Tory democracy' is conveniently forgotten. Gregory 

oes out of his way to puncture that objection. 



The people's demand is for their voice to be heard. They 
do not demand obedience. They expect those who run the 
country to make those decisions. Provided that the people's 
voice has been heard, and provided that those who make the 
decisions have gone out of their way to explain th m and 
explain why they differ from public instruction, the pub
lic ill accept the decision against them, and respect 
for those in aut hority is increased. 46 

~t should be noted here that these are not unreasonable demands to make 

upon a government which 1s 'of the people, by the people' - and supposedly 

or them as well. 

In examining the possible solutions to the communications problem, it 

B of littl use to talk about improved methods of voicing popular opinion 

if the parliamentary structure is organized so as to taKe no notice of it. 

he problem of specialized information mentioned earlier cannot, similarly, 

be transmitted to the electorate for their rational dlspensati n if that 

iata is virtually incomprehensible. As always, the oommunications system 

ust operate in both directions with input , output and feedback cle .rly ex

pressed at both ends. The problem of gearing the parliamentary structure 

nd the party system to the regular two-way flow of information is not 1n

eons1derable. The next two chapters deal exclusively with the efforts of 

he two major parties to do just that, and a discussion of the possibilities 

for far reaching reform of the system could, and no doubt w1ll , fill many 

volumes. What can be stated here 1s that much of the d1scussion which alms 

t solving the problem is highly nebulous. One example of the genre is Jo 

~rimond Who says that direct democracy on the Athenian model won't do, 

"but t~ere has to be a lot more democracy". It is commonly perceived in 

Britain that more democracy is in order, but how that is to be achieved is 

another matter. 
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~re specif1c solutions to more specific aspects of th1s broad trend have 

oome forward. One of the most interesting has been the suggestion t~at 

there be a democratic re-organization of the local parties. This has, how

ever, taken t 0 tacks. The one treats re-organization of the constituency 

as a goal and function of the professional politicians at the local level. 

It involves integrating into the local partiesan expanded proportion of 

the electorate whose function it will be to act as political cadres so as 

to garner votes for the party. The other side of the re-organization sug

eats that numbers are not so important as proportions, that the constitu

ency organizations must be truly representative, not only of the party's 

Bupporters in the area but of the constituency as a whole. The debate over 

the two forms of representation has gone on sinoe orld ar II and as such 

It forms an important backdrop to he efforts of both the Conserva ive nd 

~bour parties' efforts in hat period. Angus Campbell pointed out in 1957 

Mt there might be an important use for constituency voting surveys, not 

forthe light they cast on national contests but for what they showed about 

local consciousness and political issues 47 uch of this debate has resul

ted in specifio programs, some ofwhich are descibed in the next two cha~ 

ers. But it must be made clear that one solution to the communicat1ons 

problem has been to focus attention on the constituencies in an effort to 

tlmulate man1ngful political contact at the grass roots. 

The flow of propaganda from the party machines and from the government 

8 been one attempt to overcome the problem of specialized informqtlon. 

t least part of the reason for the failure of that effort is that much of 

this political propaganda goes unread; if it 1s understood at all by those 
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rho do read it is another question. Policy communications are by definition 

from the top down but are nonetheless vital. David Hennessy has commented 

n the over-all difficulty of translating policy complexities into mean

t~ful political contacts on an individual level, saying that the success 

of any propaganda is first predicated on an initial favorable predispos1tion 

on the part of the electorate. Then the message itself must usually be over

simplified to some degree, usually greatly. But the contact itself must 

~sually be aimed ata specific sectlon of the electorate if it 1s to have 

xtmum impact 48 There is some question as to the possibilities of over

loming these seemingly inherent difficulties. There is another more impor

'ant question to be raised as to the efficacy of br1nging the people 1nto 

'he decision process at such a late stage. It is very ell to have the ap

ratus waiting to transm1t the results of political decisions to the pub

but when the pub11c has little to do with arriving at that decision, 

'hen this kind of com ~ unication seems patronizing at best. 

There are a great many other suegestions on how Parliament should be 

~eformed; here an attempt has been made to deal only with those suggested 

'eforms which bear directly on the problem of reconciling the gap in reverse 

ommunications generally . Even the referendum suggested by ~. Benn most 

tely and perennially by a good many others 1s no more than an offshoot 


lr the present electoral procedure and seemingly lit~le more than a redun


Bncy. It was that single recommendation on the Llandudho speech which was 


'ngled out for special abuse by almost everyone, the Times 1ncluded. What 


19ht be said in closing 1s that hatever mechanical corrections may take 


~ce as a result of the need to involve people in government more directly 
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IMt is most important is the underlying po11tical consoiousneee with 

which those reforms are approached. Jo Grimond put 1t wells 

Opinion polls are careful y analyzed as gu1des to (popu
lar ideas), elaborate research 1s done on sociological 
sub-climates. eanwhile it 1s tacitly assumed that the 
framework of the system cannot be altered ••• No wonder 
that there is alienation. 49 

o wonder indeed. 
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Chapter Three 

The Labour Party And The Gap 


In 


Reverse Communications 


Well ••• there is certainly a need for a 
re-think here ••• 

A Labour Party Official 



The Labour Party And The Gap In 

Reverse Communications 

The Labour party has a lesser response to the entire problem of the 

ommunication gap than have the Conservatives; the reason is not that the 

~p is any less extant within Labour, but that little has been done about 

1t. It has been said that since World War II the Labour party has had to 

adjust to success and t he Conservative party to adversity, and in some re

spects this is true. A mor precise statement might be that the Attlee 

overnment succeeded in bringing to the institutions of the working class 

:he same sacrosanct air that had previously been limited to the more tra

Itional bastions of British life. What was gained was the recognition of 

powerful collective force within the nation, a force which had previously 

~en more confined in its influence. Since it w~s the recognition of the 

ollective force of the individual members of the orking classes that had 

een the Labour objective for so long, it is perhaps understandable that 

he party has not been trmendously concerned with the importance of the 

Individual apart from his collective group. But the intellectual stagna

'10n on this point which exists within that party can rightly be seen as 

defect of great dimension in the long run. 

The Labour party's orientation has traditionally been of an activist 

ture which itself implies the strong involvement of individual members 

In the constituency associations. Similarly, the direction of the local 

~rties has been the municipal as opposed to the parliamentary level. But 

he distinction drawn in the last chapter between the activist elements and 

he general membership pertains to the constituency Labour party {aft r 
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~lB, the CLP} particularly. Each of the CLPs is composed of individual 

embers, members of affiliated trade unions and cooperative societies ar

~nged on a hierarchical basis from the ward level up. As such the CLP 

:ends itself well to aotivist involvement and therefore to activ1st do~ 

lMtion. Part of the Labour mythology is the emphasis given to 'enthusias

tic involvement' on the part of the local members, but most stUdents of 

ooern British politics have spoken of the fact that mass membership rolls 

re no gauge of involvement; they have also pointed out that participation 

n the work of the party is apt to be a function 01' a distinct minority of 

'he membership at any level. EVen at the CLP's most basic 1 vel, that of 

:he ward party, involvement 18 l1m1ted: 

The majority of ard meetings tend to be mepti s of a 
select coterie ••• usually onl~ the eft attends... d 
little is said about policy••• The important po icy 
discussions ake place in a favored public house or club. 
There the ward committee will be found most nights of the 
week••• an there the serious business of politics 1s 
disoussed. 1 

The democracy of the CLP was, and is, shown to be problematical from 

nother aspect as well. Recruitment of new members is, to put 1t mildly, 

mstressed. Onlp in the most marginal constituencies is there enough compe

~1tion from the other side to ensure an active search for new members and 

s has been seen, the number of marginal constituencies in Britain is not 

rest 2 Professor H.J. Hanham pOints out that it is the shop steward ho 

remains the greatest single recruiter for Labour and that as a result of 

'hat type of membership the CLPs have a large nominal membership and not 

uch else. Dr. Mark Abrams relates a recent incident in which a regional 
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gent of the Labour party managed to recruit three new party members only 

o find that Transport House had been out ofmembership forms for the pre

fious six months and had apparently been unaware of t he deficiency in all 

.hat time 3 It would seem that no great emphasis is plaoed on potential par

t'! suppor ers contraoting in. 

This brief sketch of the Labour party organization at the local level 

18 enough to permit one to make a few generalizations about CLF efficiency • 

.hese few generalizations might in fact be sum~ed up in one generalization 

Which would be that the CLF as an eleotoral machine is ineffective, and that 

It certainly does not serve as a communications link between the government 

nd the people, a point made earlier. That the CLPs are in a state of organ

zational decrepitude should be no surpise forthe Labour pqrty has on sev

!ral occasions sinoe the end of World War II attemoted to improve them, 

Ihile commenting on their general lack of effectiveness. But in examining 

these efforts at improvement as possible at t empts to bridge the communica

t10ns gap one searches in vain for the slightest recognition of the real 

~oblem in a conference speech or a party document. What attempts have been 

de at organizational improvement, both nationally and locally, have been 

easures designed to put the party on a level of professional excel l enoe 

comparable to that of the Tories. It will be remembered that 'profession

alism' was one of the possible causes cited as a reason for the communica

tions gap. 

It is gnerally recognized that the Wilson Report of 1955 was the first 

~bour response to the postwar political situation. ot only had the At

lee government brought recognition tothe institutions of the working clas
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'es, it had given Labour its first chance to manipulate the 1 vers of 

~er, if that is the phrase, that had largely been the preserve of the 

.onservatives in the twentieth century. The civil service bureaucracy had 

or six years been the servants of a Socialist government. consequently 

'he Ministries could be used for many of the functions, notably propagan, 

~, previously assigned to Transport House. The effect as to demoralize 

'he local parties, which were allowed to deteriorate into a pitiful state 

lver thenext six years. By 1954, and after the Labour defeats in two elec

"ions in three years, the need for change became obvious and the Wilson 

,ommittee was set up on June 22, 1955. ~n announcing the formation of the 

oup, party leader Hugh Gaitskell said: 

We must recognize that we have deficiencies in organiza
tion. The Conservatives have ••• in every constituency at 
least one full time agent, and in the marg inal seats they 
have more than one. I am told that they are now li~ely yo 
have two or three full time organizers in every marginal 
seat. We are never likely to be able to have the kind of 
expensive organization they have. 4 

e might have added that tabour might not be able to have as expensive an 

rganization as the Conservatives , but they could certainly try. 

It should be noted that this first major change in party organization 

s not specifical l y directed at encouraging the individual in his involve

ent with the party, nor even 1n making the CLP more responsive to the needs 

f its supporters; it had as its main goal the creation of a party machine 

pable of winn ing elections. The Wilson Committee went about its investi 

tions with theidea that since they had lost the last election by the min

El total of one and a 1mlf million votes all that needed to be done s 

o ensure that Labour suoporters ould vote on polling day - victory ould 
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ro get the backing for a ne electoral machine it became necessary to get 

the specific backing from the trade union leaders. Accordingly Labour par

ty leaders met withthree hundred executive officials from eighty unions at 

outhport on September 4, 1955, and asked for a 75,000 pohnd increase in 

~rty funds for the massive reorganization foreseen in the committee's 

interim report. It was reported that, 

The Labour Party leaders were so encouraged by their re
ception that they will now prepare deta iled plans for 
improvement in organization, including f1nancial help to 
enable marginal constituencies to engage full time agents. 
They will present these plans to the annual party con
ference at Margate (in October). 5 

If the party was to have a professional organization tt would have to pay 

.or it and the reaction of the union leaders as clearly that they ere 

sold on the idea that elections could be won by technical expertise in the 

~rty organization. 

When the recommendations of the Wilson Committee became publ1c they 

ere very nearly what they were expected to be. The Times, nothing loath, 

ook the following editor ial stances 

The truth is that these mechanical explanantions, carried 
too far, are just soothing syrup, balm for the party's 
wounded pride after its first fall1ng off at the polls 
for so many years. All that is wanted it is 1mplied, is 
to put everything right by putting in the public rela
tions and efficiency experts, and everything will be all 
right. 6 

~ne mechanical explanat i ons were chiefly concerned with electoral strategy 

nd intra-party efficiency but nowhere are there recommendations for 1~ 

proving the communications apparatus from the ground up, except for a hazy 

~gestion that the party organization should be decentralized and 'refur
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bished' 7 That this should be so is hardly surprising given the thrust 

of the movement toward reform, the nature of which was started from the 

op down. Not only that. but it stated categorically that the volunteer 

.orce of activists at the local level needed help from the professional 

~rty organizers if they were to be effective in winning elections. Vic

ory at the polls was what was needed and the answer was professionalism 

t all levels. 

Shortly after the report was made public leading scholars were quick 

o point out its potential implications for the party system and democracy 

in general. H.J . Hanham noted that the changes would affect a shift in e~ 

?~SiB from the municipal to the parliamentary, an object hich would be 

lccomplished by making the eLF more centralized in its authority, authority 

hich would most likely be wielded by the new profes ional ~lement 8 Profes

sor Gerhard Loewenberg was equally peroeptive in stressing that, 

The beneficiaries of ohange will almost certainly be the 
parliamentary leaders, who Rill find in the new profes
sionally organized parties not special interests to be 
contended with but supporters of their own views; not a 
cadre of militants but a group naturally sharing with the 
parliamentary leadership a ooncern for the~ party's elec
toral position. Out of compelling electoral oonsiderations 
democracy within the ~ stands to lose its reality 
still further. 9 (ItaliCS mine) 

In the light of the Wilson recommendations Professor Robert T. McKenzie 

rote: 

The situation would appear to call for at least as dras
tic a party reorganaization as that undertaken by Hender
son and Webb in 1917-18. No doubt the party must ••• dis
cover some means of ensuring that its constituency me~ 
bership approximates to a cross seotion of the Labour 
voters. 10 
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eh of these three comments 11lustrates one aspect of the problem that be

n to plague Labour 1n the mid-1950's and which plagues it still, a prob

em generally labelled as a lack of democratio 1mpulse w1th1n the party 

3tructure, but infinitely more complex than that. There was forst the pre

ominance of the Par11amentary Labour Party (the PLP) and the view that the 

oeal associat1ons had as their pr1mary purpose the election of the local 

~bour M.P. Seoondly there was the profess10nal element to make the first 

remise a reality. These 'professional activists ' were to serve not as oom

~lcatlon links nor as artioulators of local needs, but were to be concer

d withwinn1ng elect10ns. Then there was the idea that the e professional 

ct1vists would not be representative of the1r commun1ties, of t~e voters 

in the area who gave Labour their support, a p oblem which Hugh Gaits ell 

s percept1ve enough to see. 

The Wilson Report was presented to the rgate Party Conre ence as 

lanned but 1n the y rs that folIo ed 1ts recommendations were not fully 

~plemented. There as, however, a steady growth in the professional element 

f the party that made the implioations voiced above pertinent. Labour par

'1 off1cials found that they could st1l1 manage to lose eleotions 1n sp1te 

~f the fact that their organ1zational tableau was neater than before; and 

hey were inclined to look for new answers over and above reorgan1zation. 

ne of the new answers wh ch presented itself by the end of the decade as 

'he use of opinion polls and market research techn1ques 1n political adver

iSing. In 1960, Dr. Mark Abrams, head of Research SerVices, Ltd., conduc

ed a private survey and published the results in a book entitled ust ta~ 

~ Lose?, a work which was to have a prof~und influence 11 What it said 
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s that Labour was out of touch with a segment of the electorate to whom 

e class struggle wa an anachronism, those 'socially mobile' members of 

he lower middle class and upper working class. Labour's image was in seri 

us need of change with that group whose support had to be critical to 

bour election hopes. The book received wide currency in the upper eche

ons of the Labour party -presumably in those of the Conservatives as well 

nd thus b gan a kind of movement toward scientific electoral techniques 

.n the Labour party. 

It can be argued, at times even coherently, that the use of electoral 

~chnology constitutes a type of reverse communications, and that the pol

~t1cal leaders can in fact be :made aware at all times of what the elector

e are thinking. However possible it may be to e~ggerpte th1s charge, the 

e of polls merits close attention as a poss1ble method of brid in the 

p. Between 1960 and 1962 the Labour leaders were not preoccupied ith 

lOSing the gap but with examining methods for exploiting the polls for 

lectoral purposes. Dr. Abrams made them aware of such important concepts 

s 8image' and 'target voters' and his research during that period helped 

,dent1fy the classes to which Labour hoped to appeal. Dur1ng 1963 and 1964 

ttther inVestigation helped the party plan its electoral tactics, some 

)f which paid off in the general election of 1964. In bracketing the criti 

~l votes which Labour needed and then finding out what mattered most to 

,hose voters. the effectiveness of the Labour presentation was undoubtedly 

mhanced. Possibly as a result of that success the position of the psephol

3 ist has become more established, as indeed it was 1n America in the pres

Idential election of 1960. Since Labonr used the new methods to advantage 
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nd appeared to have stumbled across a way of endlng the oommunications 

ap, why then does not this chapter deal at length with their efforts and 

eclare the gap to be bridged? 

The answer is that the Labour party has since stagnayed in its search 

for new methods of winning elections and it has never fully recognized the 

eed for extensive individual communications. orae yet, it has fallen be

1nd the Conservatives in the matter of electoral sociology, a topic dealt 

1th at some length below. The result has been that the new professionalism 

~s not been guided by local opinion as much as it might have; ith the use 

of polls and other methods of opinion tabulation it might have been possible 

to penetrate the party bureaucracy with the hard evidence of popular 

.hought, a stimulus otherwise barred from the rarefied atmosph re of a cen

tml office. Mark Abrams, ho is in a position to know, in 1963 postted 

ome reasons for Labour's lack of inltiative in making use of the polls, 

r~sonB wh1ch , despite the success of the new methods, were apparently 

trong enough to keep things at a standstill. They bear repeating here. 

Dr. Abrams found that a 'romantic' view pervaded some Labour politic

ians and their political consci6usness, a view which might be compromised 

01 quantification. llied to this was a rel1ance on anecdotal information 

athered by the individual polit1cian at meetings or through personal con

~cts. Others preferred to get their information primarily through the ne s 

edia, presumably because it was available to their constituents as well 

s themselves. Another group, playfully labelled as narciSSistic, simply 

oreferred their own view of the matter over anything the polls could tell 

them. Ideology crept in ith the view of the more doctr1naire ~rxiBts 
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'Mt bourgeois politics were irrelevant since capltalist society was soon 

'0 crumble and little could be gained by going to such lengths to chart 

ts decline. Another ideological point is more familiar; it posits that 

it is a betrayal of Labour tradition to go a-whoring after electoral suc

.eBS since Labour is a party of principles which are rationally self-evident. 

more pragmatic stand approaches the use of polls as a tactical evil be-

use the information revealed in them might lend one wing of the party 

n advantage over the other in the determination of policy. Many party of

1cials are apparently unwilling to make more extensive use of the polls 

]ecause Labour's financial resources are limited and there is the attitude 

~t the money could be better spent elsewhere. Abrams labels as pure ig

orance as one reason for the dismissal of polls, since few Labour politl 

tans have had business experience which makes extensive use of market re

~rch; the Conservatives have had such experience and this has given them 

n edge in their research techniques. But probably the most cogent reason 

1sted for the Labour reluctance is that there is no adequate machinery 

lthin the party to make effective use of the polls, both from the stand

oint of directing their institution and making use of their findings. Ap

. rently the Transport House machinery is inefficient in making the polls 

ork effectively. 

Inelaborating on this last and most important point Abrams commented: 

Under these circumstances there was no point in commis
sioning public opinion research; even if it had been the 
best in the world and even if it had cost nothing, it 
would still have been a wasted effort. And, in the last 
resort, it was an awareness of this futility that killed 
any remenants of interest in the subject 12 
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hese difficulties found by Dr. Abrams in his dealings ith the Labour par

ty and the fact of Labour stagnation were borne out by research interviews 

lth Labour party officials made by this author in 1968. One of the facts 

brought forward in these sessions concerned the use of polls. It was point

ed out that the Labour party had used both polls and market research tech

niques in special circumstances and for specific purposes, much like the 

.merican practice. A more continuing use of such polls, particularly be

tween elections, was not envisaged, perhaps for t ~ e reason that Dr. Abrams 

_entioned. It is this fact of specific usage and not continuous study of 

.olls which might account for the otherwise inexplicable optimism of But

er and King in their chapter on the Labour research methods in 1964, viz., 

~ ••• the vocabulary and thought 0 several National Executive members 

eemed permeated with the surveys' conclusions. It is simpl hard to believe 

hat a continuous flow of information concerning the electorate's i terests, 

~opes and fears made little impact on a group of men and women increasing

ly preoccupied with electoral matters." 13 

The continuous use ofopinion polls, constituency surveys and census 

~ta in conjunction with local political activity has ~chieved some atten

10n in British politics, so much so that a stmdy of its use in the Conser

mtive party takes up a major portion of the next chapter. Electoral soci01

~y or, as it is called in Britain, demography and psephology, has seeming

ly esoaped the notiae of the Labour party. What consciousness there 1s of 

ts poss1bilities 1s lost in a welter of obfuscatton and scepticism which 

ioes not quite conceal a lack of initiative. The part's Director of Pub

licity, though conversant with past Labour efforts in the field, at least 
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_laimed total ignorance of Conservative projects in psephology. The 


J1rector of Studies was able to cloud the issue even further. There was a 


Ineed for a re-think here', but 'you can't relate market research to polling 


jay effort' 14 Furthermore the use of market research did not in itself im


ply any corresponding need for mechanical adjustment of the party organiza


"ton, either nationally or locally. 


In another personal interview, Dr. brams mentioned two possible rea

~ons for the Labour stagnation in psephology, both reminiscent of his sum

tion of their reluctance to use polls at all. The first cause wa s a lack 

money, alt ough Dr. Abrams pointed out that the party was just sitting 

~n a reserve flmd of some seven million pounds in -gilt-edged securities" 

hat might have been pressed into service. Probably the most significant 

eason for the inaction wa due to personalities with 1n the hierarchy ofl 

he party leadersh p. Both the party chair n and the secret ry ere r luc

:ant to do anything along these lines and consequently nothing !!! done. 

ince 1964 and the Labour victory the Government were content to use the 

lnistries with their public relations mfflcers to get their points across 

lthout bothering about elaborate party programs to accomplish the same 

ends; and so "Transport House sits and sleeps· 15 

It seems as if every time that the Labour party has an advantage they 

re not happy until they have squandered it and are faced with disaster and 

epudiation. Such was the case following the party's viotory in 1945 when 

'he looal organization was allowed to crumble during the enjoyment of po er, 

his paved the way for what is alleged to have been thirteen years of Tory 

lsrule. When the Sooialists did have the good fortun to exploit a new 
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ethod of electoral aggrandizement in 1964, the fruits of v1ctory were onoe 

ore allo ed to become stale. If the response in the short run has become 

tale, the response 1n the long run has never been made or even faced. Con

equently the fundamental need for reform w1thin the party has gone large l y 

noticed, although the ppearances of change have been made; but l1ttle 

SUbstance has been accomplished by way of making the party more respon

ive to the needs of the people wijo vote for it. 

The communications apparatus within the party remains as stultif1ed 

nd as stratified as beofre. The gathering of information is still a respon

lbility of the nearly autonomous eLP, which conducts whatever investigations 

t may be prodded into without any overt help from the central office. en 

ormation is heeded by the eLP contacts are made with the unions, and it 

probable that the union point of view will be a collation 0 views ithin 

e union's own hierarchy. The only concessions thro n to science by the 

studies are minimal indeed; primary use 1s made of the party c nvass 

d the electoral register , both devices Which are notoriously imprecise. 

ese investigations are almost entirely for the purpose ofenabling the CLP 

~ better mobilize its polling day efforts and little in this line is done 

tween the periods of electoral tension. 

The gap between the party activists and the general members is likely 

o vary from constituency to constituency, probably depending as much on 

e size of the party's majority - or the lack of it - as on geograph1cal 

~d political features. The criticisms of the activist and the professional 

tivist in the1r grow1ng predomination in the CLPs have already been noted. 

: only npeds to be added here that the national organization keeps 1n 
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'ouch with the CLPs by means of some forty regional agents who are full 

tme employees of Transport House. It is generally claimed that these 

ents are effective in channeling popUlar ideas to the top, but it is 

.1fficult to see how. They are in touch with what we have seen to be un

.epresentative groups which constitute the CLP leadership and it is prima.r

1y from this group that the agent will be getting his information, which 

y or may not be accurate. The argument generally heard against this view 

B that the eLF is probably as representative of the people who attend its 

etings as those ho do not attend its meetings - an argument most probab

1 used for lack of anything better to say. It is contradicted in fact by 

he frank admission of the party's Dir ctor of Publioity that if he had to 

et in touch with the three quarters of a million Labour party members he 

o~d have no idea where to begin; the only thi the might be done was 

o contact the CLPs and hope for the best" 16 

The gap in reverse communications that exists within the Labour party 

further illustrated by considering the attenuation of the eLF influence, 

oritlcism wh1ch was pointed out in the last chapter as being generally 

ue of the party system. This limitation of influence is more subtle than 

might be were the rea11ty expressed in the mechanics of the organization. 

t the shift of emphas1s from the municipal to the parliamentary level by 

e eLP has made the Parliamentary Labour Party an entity almost apart from 

e Labour movement and certainly so from the eLF. As suggested by the ear

er criticisms of the Wilson Report, the eLP has become a machine for the 

inning 	of elections and not a forum for the discussion of policy. Th sift 

emphasis away from the municipal does not render entirely surprising 

e steady loss of Labour control of local governmpnt. With this grFldua1 
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l1mita tion of influence has come a corresponding rise in Labour apathy 

and a growing sense of frustration by the activists. Aware as they are 

tbat what little influence they have is steadily compromised by the new 

~rty professionalism the activists have become increasingly leftist and, 

tberefore, irrelevant . This bas in turn forced many concerned Members to 

ignore their CLPs and try to accomplish things outside of the party organ

i.zation. 

It would thus appear that Labour has inherited the worst of both 

orlds, since its new professionals have not been perceptive enough to re

alize that their job should be to augment the voluntary organization and 

notto obliterate it. Nor have their techniques been sufficiently sophisti 

cated to enable them to make their implementation worth hile so as to off

set some of the disadvantages of having a professional set of mana era. 

Apparently Labour's or~an1zation has all of the drawbacks of th ne pro

fessiona11sm with only a fe of its advantages. And as a result what as 

a gap in reverse communicatlons with1n the Labour party has now widened 

into a chasm which not even the professionals exalted in the hierarchy c n 

long afford to ignore. 



Chapter Four 

The Conservative Response 

While communication within the active Party is reas
onably good, communication between the eleven million 
at the base of the pyramid and various segments at the 
top is in some cases poor and in others non-existent. 
This is a paramount problem which our Party has got to 
solve. How do we communicate with and identify our
selves with the eleven million or so potential Tory 
voters? 

Briefing Paper Fo 

Conservatives' Project '67 
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The Conservat1ve Response 

After Labour's v1ctory 1n 1945, the Conservat1ve party faced the1r own 

future w1th some doubt. Not only had the party been defeated at the polls, 

but 1t seemed that the whole of the Tory ph1losophy had been repud1ated 

!S well 1n the demand for sweeping social change which brought the Labour

1tes into power. More than one voice within the Conservative Parliamentary 

~rty expressed doubts as to the relevance of a conservative party in a 

country which had embraced socialism. In retrospect all of the hand-wring

ing by the Tories seems slightly hysterical, and the reports of that par

ty's demise were, to paraphrase rk Twain, exaggerated. The reason why 

the Conservatives have been in power for thirteen of the t enty-four years 

since Britain was formally co itted to some socialist ideals is because 

the party has shown its" If co petent to direct t e movement for refor • Al

hough Labour has not converted its opponents, as some have said, it has 

forced its opponents to xhange their approach to the people and to them

selves, the kind of change that is entirely consistent with the evolving 

ture of British parliamentary practice as stressed in the first chapter 

of this paper. 

It was not only the blunt fact of a Labour victory at the polls which 

forced a change in Conservative philosophy; in fact, in many ways the gen

eral election of 1945 was the least significant event of the postwar per

iod as it represented the final stage in a social movement which had begun 

nearly thirty years before, What was more important was the changed social 

situation which made Labour rule possible and the changes in the tradition
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~l institutions that came as a result of this sine qua n2Q. Allen Potter 

has pointed out that the working clas s institutions gained an importance 

which they had never before enjoyed and which placed them on an equal power 

rooting with the rest of society 1 What was less obvious but just as vital 

as the extent to which the class structure was chang1ng. The old appeal 

which the Conservatives had been making to the entrenohed m1ddle and upper 

rlddle classes was a message which had little or no relevance for the 'soc

~lly mobile' classes which floated between the defined border s of class. 

~+chard Rose has cited surveys conducted by the Br1tish Institute of Pub

_1c Opinion indicating that of the two-thirds of the nation categorized as 

orklng olass, "less than half of those interviewed plaoe themselves in 

the working class" 2 Not only were these workers in a so01ally ambiguous 

position, they were in a polltioally ambiguous posltlon, and it beoame 

he purpose of the Tories to 00 those vot s as actively as they might . 

The Conservatives were also foroed to respond to the Labour ohallenge 

by refurbishing their organization. Sinoe the established structure of 

~itisb so01ety, whioh had for so long been a tacit ally of the Tories, had 

been undermined by the strength of the Sooialist appeal, the Conservatlves 

Jere obliged to build up the more formal part of the electoral mach1nery. 

bus the trend toward the dominance of the Central Offlce already noted 

ms dramatically speeded up. The party, having been thrown back on its 

own resources, met the need to restructure the party organization and its 

own image in a sweeping series of changes carrled out by Lord Woolton. The 

nnounced alm of inoorporating the new soclal classes into the Conserva

tve consciousnes s was also accomplished, so well in fact that Leon D. 
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stein was to r1te in 1954 that, 

So far the postwar Conservat1ve party's most 1mpressive 
po11tical accompl1shment has not been any such gain at 
Labour'S expense, but rather the organizat10n of that 
part of the electorate already predisposed to 1ts cause. 
In bringing into the fold of active membership large 
numbers of ordinar1ly passive supporters and in getting 
to the polbs the maximum of potential voters, the party 
machinery proved to be a model of eff1ciency. 3 

rhe organization of these predisposed voters os the first part of the Con

servative response. 

The second part of that response is in the communication that goes on 

~ot only between the marginal voter in the marginal constituency a nd the 

political maohine, but also the more generalized kind of communication which 

party may expect to hear from those people whose allegiance it holds or 

"eeks to enoourage. In dealing 1th great groups of t electorate and with 

he electorate as a whole, the Conservative party has in recent years been 

xploitlng poli~lcal advertising to a great degree. The idea h s been to 

ke the voters able to exeroise a more oompetent choice by presenting the 

rory line 1n a more oogent fashion, the assumption being that the Conserva

:lve principles are rationally self-evident. One Conservative official 

ven went so far as to point out: 

Constituency militants 1n partioular are prone to over
look the limitations of political communication in the 
optimistic belief that if the publicity 1s good enough 
it w1ll make up for any deficiencies in the appeal of what 
is being oommunicated. 4 

here are many difficulties in this kind of approach to an electorate, 

ome of which will be dealt with below; but it s~ould be said at this point 

.hat political advertis ng will not of itself be sufficient to close the 
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reverse com~unications gap, and indeed ma~ widen it. The essence of the 

Conservative response is found in the use of modern market research meth

ods as an indicator of social thought and belief, an indicator which ill 

not be limited in its usage to specific situations or ad hoc questions but 

will instead provide a continuing reservoir of information about the peo

ple being represented. Here again the evolutionary pattern of change so 

endemic to British politics is evident, because the attempt to close that 

gap in reverse communications is the beginning of a new model of represen

tation in the parliamentar~ system. 

Part One 

The first stirrings of the Conservative response followed close on the 

heels of the defeat of the National Government in 1945. On of 1nston 

Jhurchill's immediate acts was to appoint Lord oolton as Chairman of the 

~rt~ Organisation in 1946. Lord Woolton toot over as Chairman during a time 

rhen there was much talk within the party about the necessity of restructu

ring the whole apparatus of the organisation, and it was under his direc

tlon that the party, no 1n Opposition for the first time in a generation, 

set its own house in order.Polls had been used in Britain since 1932 on a 

limited baSis and they now showed a significant portion of the electorate 

disinclined to identify itself with the overt interests of the working 

~lass as defined by either of the two major parties. It became the object 

of the Conservatives to attract the support of these floating voters ho 

ere thought to be oriented toward the party by virtue of economic circum
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~nce. These voters were usually characterized as either low paid clerks 

~r skilled artisans and industrial workers, all of whom had acoumulated 

1ther aneconomio or a psychological stake in the traditional side of 

rltish political life. heir allegiance might conceivably result in a Con

ervatlve victory in the next general election. 

There were two primary methods used to attract this support. The first 

as at the national level where policies attractive to potential Tory bo

ers were to be formulated. The second was more ingriguing. It involved 

attening the party's membership rolls by using the constituency parties 

o recruit supporters in the local communities. In this effort the old-line 

ctivists were aided by a more resolute attitude on the part of that seo

Lon of the middle and upper middle classes that perceived socialism as a 

irect threat to its existence. As a result of this fact, an becaus the 

ctivists went about their duties with some zeal, party embership grew. 

len Potter pOints out that during this period the constituenc associa

tons developed as never before and that the paid staffs of the local as

oCiations were increased to help direct the new membership potential 5 

The increase in the number of staff personnel available to the local 

rties is indicative of the concomitant growth of the professional party 

chine. Popular membership would have meant nothing had there not been the 

rofessional staff at the top to direct it, and under Lord Woolton this 

taff was being increased and re-organized. Organization at all levels 

as being augmented. During the period 1945-51 the Conservative Research 

Jepartment 	experienced an influx of young men who became influential in the 

rty counctls as they prepared the information for the use of the lead
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ersh1p and the mach1ne. Party policy was much helped by the1r efforts, as 

was the qua11ty of Opposition debate 1n the House. It is worth noting in 

~Bsing that their influence survived only so long as the party was out of 

power, and that when the Tory leadership once again had the Civil Servioe 

to prepare its briefs and research its reports the Research Department had 

its wings clipped 6 But the professional staff of the party received muoh 

attention during this period and the reforms made under Lord oolton were 

primarily responsible for the edge in organizational competence which the 

Tories continued to enjoy during the next decade. 

The reforms and administrative innovations made by Lord Woolton were 

the object of a study commission formed in 1948 under the leadership of Sir 

~vid Maxwell Fyfe. The committee made its report in 1949, concerning it 

self mainly with defining hat ha~ already been accomplished While king 

some few recommendations as to hat might be do e in the future to carr 

forward the changes already made. The report recognized, for example, that 

the party conferenoe had largely failed as a method for allowing the rank 

nd file a voice in the determination of party policy. 'The size of the 

conference mad it "a demonstration of strength and enthusiasm" and made 

impossible "the more intimate circumstances necessary to thoughtful de

~ten'7 But the most important aspect of the Maxwell Fyfe Report lay 1n 

1ts attempt to link Central Office and the party organisation with the 

~tional Unlon. This was an attempt to integrate the voluntary and the pro

fessional sections of the party; but it is slgnficant that in so doing, 

"he voluntary sections remained in a subordinate position in fact if not 

in theory 8 



The party organization was at once becoming more popular and more profes

sional and though the nature of that subordinate gap was not then appa

rent, the larger chasm that separates party and people was being explored 

~ a halting manner, but not by the parties themselves . There had been some 

~e of polls before 1945, but it was their use 1n that year and their sub

sequent importance in political forecasting that made possible much of what 

MS become the Conservative response. Advertising was being integrated 

into the use of polls with studies being made on target voters and the ap

propriate kind of advertisements made up to appeal to the bracketed sector 

of the electorate. Dr. Mark Abrams has written of the period: 

(One) development in those early years as that some adver
tisers and some advertising agencies began to id.en con
siderably their consumer surveys and to develop an inter
est in the ' hy' as well as t e 'ho • of popular behavior. 
This ••• as of considerable importance when the Conserva
tive party began to employ an adv rtising agency and 
turned t almost fortuitously, to one (Coleman, Prentis & 
Varley) that bad played an important part 1n the post
war expansion of market research. 9 

According to Dr. Abrams, t he Conservatives were increasingly interested in 

the possible use of market research techniques as political tools, probab

ly becaus their utility was demonstrable in the business world. There as 

however a reluctance to make use of the ne techniques. even after they 

Md approached Coleman, Prentis and Varley. The Tories ere, apparently, 

linterested only at a d11ettante level'. They were to remain dilettantes 

until 19.51 # 
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Part Two 

The gene~al election of 1951 must be considered remarkable if for no 

ther reason than that the Conservatives won it. The reasons for their vio

.ory were many and they have been explored in other studies; what pertains 

o the present topic is the lack of effect which the much vaunted changes 

rried out in the party organization seemed to have had on the outcome of 

he election. D.E. Butler in the Nuffield study forthat year wrote of a 

.ost-election Gallup survey which showed that only fove per cent of the 

.onservative voters had canvassed for their candidate; the corresponding 

19ure for Labour voters was three per cent. He then wrote: 

These claims can hardly tie accepted in ~e Ii ht 0 repor s 
coming in from the constituencies; the total numbers ac
tively engaged in the campaign seem in most cases to have 
been much smaller. 10 

~t with victory in their grasp the point must have se~med academic to the 

ory leadership for they progressed with their recruiting drive in the con

t ltuencies on the same basis for at least the next four years. The use of 

'pinion polls was largely shelved during the period between 1951 and 1955, 

nd its possible use as a link between the voluntary and professional 

evels of the party was not remotely contemplated. 11 

That same four year period appears to have been one of consolidation 

ther than innovation within the party organization, with the emphasis 

eing placed upon the gradual improvement of the professional staff whioh 

s by now demonstrably superior to that of the Labourites. The deliberate 

nfueion of active volunteers represented a threat to the traditional 
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labour supremacy in that area and by 1954 the respected Robert McKenzie 

observed that labour's comparative advantage had been wiped out. "The 

Conservatives now have a greater number of 'inspired amateurs' working in 

the constituencies alongside their superior professional organization" 12 

Other commentators also noted the growth of the party's professional staff 

but felt it was more than offset by the increaed party membership. Leon 

Epstein in particular felt that the activists were keeping pace with not 

only the professional staff but also ith the increasing influence of the 

mass media as well 13 It was still a part of the conventional wisdom to 

think of constituency activists as political communicators. 

An excellent study of the Conservative constituency associations oon

ducted by Allen M. Potter in 1956 found that many changes had taken place 

1n the postwar decade and summarized them. He found that more members of 

the associations were actively involved in the functions and governance 

of thelocal units, and he noted that a larger grQup in the association no 

passed judgment on prospective parliamentary candidates; this was indicative 

of "a significant shift of power within the local organizati ons". In part 

the changes were also due to election law reforms which placed restrictions 

upon the amounts of money which single contributors could donate, restric

tions which gave an added impetus to the moves to broaden the base of the 

associations. In a ddition substantial ~oundary changes in the constituenoies 

ere aleo a part of the Representation of the People Act. What was neces

sary was that "a greater number of members ••• had to be given some sense 

of partioipation 1n the control of the associations" 14 With the broaden

ing of the party's finanCial base more people of humble means could take 
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part in decisions more actively on the executive council of the asso

ciation, with the dominance of the ell-to-do members on the financiel 

oommittees somewhat curtailed. 

One of the striki~ observations of Potter's study is of interest 

not so much for itself as for its implications on what has been happening 

ore recently. It will be remembered that when the Conservatives dallied 

with democracy in the m1~ ninet enth century there was a concerted effort 

to impress workers directly into the local organizati on for the express 

puxpose of portraying the ories as the true party of the downtrodden. Pot

ter found over a century later that a simllar trend was in operation and 

for precisely the same reason. Labelling the integration of the orkers 

roto the organizations as a striking superficial change , he went on to 

describe how the associations would normally have socially prominent local 

personages displayed at party func t ions like so many prize cabbages; but 

thi s was no longer so t ue. 

Now the leaders (of the local associations) are often much 
more anxious to have a few trade unionists. Tales are told 
of area organizers order ing:tCut out Colonel Blank, We 
don't ant any showpieces on the platform'*; but it is 
nearer the truth to say dif f erent showpieces are wanted. 15 
*The Guardian, Feb. ), 1950 

There was some doubt as to the sincerity with which these trade union sts 

were recrUited, since Potter found that "this ne facade" was limited to 

either the hopeless or the marginal constituenCies; he also noted that 

1n safe seats the trade unionists ere still shunned. 

All of this deliberate appeal for working class votes was a part of 

the larger Tory strategy mentioned above. But the Conservatives at that 
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point seem to have faIled back upon an old ruse of hustling workers into 

the forefront of the local organization; it was an action or which there 

was a precedent in party pract1ve, although admittedly to be used only 

in dire necess1ty and sparingly even then. hat is significant About this 

attempt in the more modern context 1s that it represents the first halting 

step towards the deliberate restructur1ng of the association membership 

to correspond to the party's attempts to attract certain kinds of voters. 

It is all very well to have groups of target voters and better yet to gear 

a policy which may specifically enlist their support; but how much better 

still to create a party structure which reflects this slant 1n its person

nel at the local level. In start1ng on that road the COhservatives 1n the 

nineteen-fifties were advancing, however dislngeuously and nowever unknow

ingly, on a road which may yet move them to a different pat ern of pre

sentation. 

T~e changes that had been made in the constituency associRt1nns Rnd 

1n the party's professionalorganization seemed in the mid nineteen-fifties 

to have produced a happy marraige of professionalism and voluntarism; and 

ijhRtever deficiencies there may have been were beneath notice so long as 

the party was winning elections. At any rate there was no reason to chal

lenge the old idea of party activists as political communicators and to ask 

hether this was true t n fact. Similarly there ere only feeble attempt 

to improve communications between the party activists and the professional 

staff, this despite the increased role of t~e local and regional agents as 

interlocutors. In 1956, however, the party became s rlously divided over 

the Suez crisis and Britain's role in it. Leon D. Epstein has written ex



tensively on the crisis from a scholarly standpoint while Nigel Nicolson 

~s written a more personal version dealing with his dismissal by the 

local Conservative association for his open disagreement with the Govern

ment's policy. These studies have demonstrated that there was serious dis

agreement within the party rank and file on the Government's Suez policy 

which was not reflected within Westminster except in a few instances. Cer

tainly the Government's conduct of affairs as not altered by the opposi

tien expres ~ ed within the party. 

Peter Bromhead wrote of the rigidity of the parliamentary system as 

shown by th Suez crisis in that there was little response by the leader

ship to the dissent which was felt by supporters and non-supporters of the 

Government. Although this was deplorable in itself, the courageous few 

M. P. s who dared express their opposition publicly received rough handling 

by their local associations. These men, 

were disowned by their constituency associations. The power 
of the small groups which dominate the constituency associa
tions, particularly in some safe seats, was seen to have grown 
to an unfortunate extent. 16 

ffowever much some later studies of the Suez events may differ in their in

terpretations it seems beyond doubt that this crisis clearly indicated the 

need for some alterations in the parliamentary system, particularly at the 

local level. The power of these local groups had long gone unchal l enged, 

aven as a result of the changes 1n party organization and emphasis. There 

might have been more dedicated amateurs working in the local parties, but 

it was quite clear where t~e power lay: in the hands ofthe old line activ

ists. The structure of the local parties ad not been democratized, it had 
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j ~st been made to seem that way. Participation had widened; responsibility 

nd power had not . How then could the local associations really claim to 

be representative of the rank and file or more importantly, how could they 

claim competence as political communicators? The Suez crisis demonstrated 

that the Government and the professional organization of the party could 

be unresponsive, but it also showed that the most bastc organizat ional unit 

of the party, the local association, could be even more so. 

Part Three 

The pressures for change within the Conservative party organization 

,hat came toward the end of the nineteen-fifties were a result of demon

strated failures and a changing sociological situation. The re orms and 

innovations which were made by the Tories in this period provide the immed

late base for their more recent attempts at initiating wide-spread communi

cation within the party. Even after the disillusionment attendant upon the 

~ez affair it did not seem that significant change would be forthcoming. 

On September 18, 1957, Mr. Quintin Hogg, then Lord Hailsham, became the 

Chairman of the Party Organisation and expressed a trad tional view of the 

function of the organization. 

·You have to make people trust you and your opponents re
spect you, __ I do not think there is any other way than 
being trustworthy. I am simply coming here to try to con
vince people, and mak~ my opponents realiz that I am genuinely 
trying to solv problems and not superficially to attraot 
support. " That was the only way to win lections, he said, 
rather than "chromium -plated orga nizat ion, enor~ous fUnds 
or a powerful propaganda machine". 17 
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He did not add that the Tories already had the organization, the funds 

nd the propaganda machine. But there was a DeAd or an ~ppeal hich these 

.ools could not of themselves fUlfill. 

The trend toward the blurring of class distinctions noted ever since 

~orld War II was becoming more pronounced. The steady integration of wor

~ers into the lower echelons of t e middle class went on as before. D.E. 

Butler and Richard Rose noted the potentially great effect that these 'soc

ially mbiguous' voters might have in their study of the election of 1959. 

3ut by 1964 Butler and Anthony King also described a concomitant trend on 

~he part of the median and upper middle classes, long a stronghold of Con

servatism. Terming them the new managerial elite the authors noted: 

Many such people are politically isolated. They are not 
in touch with the Labourites yet they are disgruntled by 
the Tory view that sta us-seeking and ladder-climbing are 
the most important human ctlvlties... 1 

Clearly something was rong with the party's image; but more basicp ly here 

was a need for t e Conservatives to "broaden the base of ~he party at pres

vnt being eroded by social and occupational change". The socio-ecomo~ic 

erosion was also aided by the fact that the Tories bad been in po er since 

1951, and as the decade drew to a close more and more party supporters re 

~ro~ing sceptical of the chances for victory at the next election. Change 

~f some sort would have to come. 

While the Conservatives did manage to win in 1959 the need for change 

as, if anything, underwritten even more strongly than before. Convincing 

evidence was at hand that the party machinery 11ad not fllDct10ned well But

ler and Rose found in their study that full fifty per cent of th eJector 
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d not been approached by the party canvass and seventy percent had not 

been approached in any form on poll.ing day. Citing a Daily Telegr ph sur

fey of marginal seats where the parties' efforts had been particul~rly 

strenuous the authors wrote: 

••• only 2) per cent of the voters said ••• that they had 
been visited by the Conservatives in the last four weeks 
and only 22 per cent by Labour; no less than 57 per cent 
said that no one had ever called at their house from the 
Conservative party; 60 per cent sa1d that they had been 
neglected by the Labour party canvasses. 19 

ill the efforts aimed at building up a core of activists superior to that 

of Labour's seemed to be called into serious question, although Tory offic

ials could at least revel 1n the fact that their activists' efforts had come 

off a few percentage points better than their rivals. 

The movement to ard communications improvement within the par y also 

came in for a specific form of attention during the pp-riod. In 1957 the 

Conservative Poltical Center initiated a discussion program known as the 

·Two Way Movement of Ideas" 20 In as many constituencies as could be inter

ested in the project, discussion groups were set up. These groups received 

sp ciel pamphlets from Central Office which provided a baSis for diSCUSSion. 

Under the soheme reports were sent back to party headquarters by the local 

groups; these were summarized and forwarded to the Research Department, 

the Chairman of the Advisory Committee on Pollcy and the Chairman of the 

Party Organisation. Thus in 1958 there 525 discussion groups which sent in 

a total of 1,241 reports, hardly an extensive number. The inital impetus 

for the idea seemed to have been a bona fide attempt to foster better com

munications within the party structure but there islittle evidence to sho 
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that this laudable objective was ever achieved in praotice . A little over 

,hree years after the project's beginning a critical M.P. was to write of 

It : 

••• t he CPC run t h e 'Two Way ovemen t of Ideas'. It does 
this by roviding material to stimulate disoussion within 
the constituenoies, and a return channel along which the 
views of the party are brought back to t~e Chairman of the 
party. Thus one is never sure who is influencing whom. 
'The Two Way ovement of Ideas' is a convenient means of 
discovering and then correcting any misconceptions or dis
agreements that the rank and file may have acquired. 21 

But if the program is to be criticized f rom the communica t ions stand

Doint it is not valid to dismiss it simply because it may be a device used 

to correct the misconcept10ns of the lower orders. Since it sets up a more 

ilrect channel of communications from the people to the leadership it is 

ot inconceivable that those leaders themselves might discover ·hat some 

of their policies were poorly received and make according adjustments; at 

ny rate the judgment must be made as to the ef lcacy of the communications 

channel itself. In this case it seems to have been a fairly direct route 

'rom the lowest to the highest echelons of t he parliamnentary system. The 

efect in the project lies in t~e attempt to wmrk with t~e constituency par

ies in the mistaken belief that they were representative oftheir co~uni-

les. What is moreimportant is that although no stUdies have come to light 

showing the makeup of the discussion groups, one would expect to find that 

they met in their leisure time, which 1s 1n itself a significant limitation 

on the type of people attending the groups. Consequently. the value of the 

iscuss10n reports might be seriously compromised 1n that the groups which 

enerated them might be no more representative of the constituency - or the 
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constituency party - as the people who traditionally attend the Tory wine 

and cheese parties in the loc~l rooms. The fault here is not the ch~nnel 

set up but the access to it. The gap in communications bet een the party 

activists and party professionals might have been ameliorated in some re

spects but the gap in oommunications between the publio at large nd the 

parliamentary leadership was at least as great as before. 

There was still a need for the party to communioate ith the voters 

and to have the voters communicate itb the party, and the search was on 

for alternative methods. In the spring of 1957 Mr. Oliver Poole, as party 

chairman, called 'pon the fir~ o~ Goleman, Prentis and Varley to start a 

massive propaganda campaign in preparation for the next general lection. 

~rk Abra~s points out: 

Almost from the beginning of this propaganda c mpaign, 
Col man, Prentis and Varl y, on their 0 n ini ia ive and 
without any noticeable enoouragement from their olient, 
started to carry out surveys to ascertain how many and what 
kind of people had seen and read the advertisements and 
how they had reacted to them••• (But) According t o one C,P 
and V executive the research f ndings were tabulated and 
passed on to the client without any critical or inter
pretative comment. 22 

According to Dr. Abrams, the Conservatives underwent a change of heart in 

1958 with the publication of a University of Bristol study entitled rgin

al Seat, which showed the electoral profit that might be reaped by using 

the sociology of electoral politics. Not the least of the new book's virtues 

was its ~orward, written by R.A. Butler which commended this approaoh to 

the party. Under the further impetus of consistent by-election defeats, the 

party committed itself to he use of market research techniques a d elector

al socl01ogy. 
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The Tory victory in 1959 was something more than a publ1c r lations 

triumph; the failures ofthe party machine have already been not ed. The new 

echn1ques had a chance to prove themselves and they showed that they 

worked. If the const1t uency act1vists were not getting the messa e across 

at the loal level, as the evidence seemed to indicate, they at least were 

capable of being replaced as a prime voter contact method with the judici

ous use of political advertising. The market research surveys taken by 

Coleman, Prentis and Varley indicated the 'socially ambiguous' members of 

the lower middle class should receive the primary emphasis of the party's 

att ntion; the concept of the 'target voter' was now endorsed by the party 

apparatus. Policies favorable to this group of voters ere endorsed by the 

Tory leadership, but the way in which the Eessage was gotten across was a1

ost as significant. There was an expansion in the funds set asld or pol

ttical advertising, but these advertisements did not deluge t ' e na ion's 

press. The readership of differing sections of the media was CArefully na

lyzed and the appropriate appeal inserted at the propoer time. Com unic~

tion from the top down was now being gu1ded with greater preciSion than 

ever before. 

The gap in reverse co~unicatlons was not bridged when the Conserva

tives started tm use their market research techniques, but it was an i 

portant step toward the amelioration of it. If polls could determine w}~t 

the people were thinking then that information could be made available to 

the party leadership as hard evidence.Changes might then come about as a 

result, changes either of emphaSis 0 of ideas themselves. The channel of 

communication was reasonably ell defined and open, although it mue be d
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1tted that this kind of com~ unlcatlon is, by its very ~turet collective 

nd subject to some limitations. Also there are precise methods of verify

ing the representative validity of any statistical sample: the same cannot 

be said, of course, of constituency activists . With the representative 

Mture of a poll assured t. o the communications channel . s a matter of ac

curacy psephologists are compelled to seek out all pOints of view or their 

lork 1s in vain. Consequently the three main elements of political commun

ication seem to be satisfied by the use of polls in the direction of elec

toral techniques and the formulation of policy. First a channel does exist 

betwe e n the lowest and the highest sections of t he parl iamentary system 

which is fairly d irect: the only pe r son who comes betwee~ the man in the 

street and the perty leader is the psephologist who quantifies the views 

being expres s ed. Secondly a message is belngtransmltted and this method has 

the added advants e of enablin t e leaders p 0 select a particu Ar field 

of inquiry on which it feels a need for information; the public t h en t rans

~lt their response back through the poll. Thirdly there is a representative 

verity to statistical samples which is not surpassed, or even ap oroximated, 

1n any other area of the party system. 

It must be stressed at this point that the Conservatives were not con

sciously trying to b idge the communications gap when they became involved 

in market research techniques. They were looking for a way of winning elec

"lons and to do this they needed an idea of what people were thinking;polls 

Be med the best way. There was definitely not a self-conscious shift into 

different pattern of electoral representation. Government by popular opin

10n or by polls was not, and 1s not, thought of. It was merely th t he 
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tools of public opinion analysis were av ilable to the party machine And 

It learned to take advantage of t~em after 1959. Since that election both 

jor parties have made extensive use of political advertising, although 

"he Conservatives have been in front with their use of market research as 

1 policy indicator. It is now a commonplace to say that the polls are here 

to stay simply because the fact is so obvious. Poll results make headlines 

around election time, but now their use is 1n vogue between eleotions as 

ell. Participatory democracy may not be a reality for BritaIn, but with 

the use of polls has come a greater degree of consultative democracy. 

Part Four 

Market research did not win the elections of 1964 a 1966 for the 

:onservatives. But after 1959 both p rties were vying for the lead in the 

~e of the new techniques, ith ~bour's initial advantage in some areas of 

the art virtually wiped outonce the Socialists came to power. Labour stag

ted very quickly and although they continued to Use pol s on an ad hoc 

~sis, little was done to improve communications by their use. The Gonser

mtives on the other hand were forced to look for new methods of co~untca

~ion by the magnitude of their defeat in 1966. It was at this point that 

one of the most interesting developments in the area of reverse communica

ions came about. All during the years fol owing arId War II there were 

~he beginnings of a movement to ard the direct r~presentatlon of the indi

vidual in politics. Although often frustrated that movement reoeived a 81 

nificant boost with some recent Conservat1ve developments. Partici tion 
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in an eleotion on~e every four or five years was deemed not enough; there 

was a need for t~e indivdual to be represented as directly as possible. 

In part this idea could be seen in the Conser.vatives' efforts to broaden 

the base of their constituency associations. It could also be shown by a 

project such as ' he Two ay ovement of Ideas'. If individual express on 

had both gained and lost points as t~e result of having been summarized and 

quantified by the polJsters, but listened to by the politicians, now there 

seemed to be a way to use polls and statistics for the purpose of seeking 

that expression directly from the individual. 

Shortly after the Tory defeat in 1966 one of their Vice-Chairmen, Miss 

Susan alker, returned from a research visit to the United states with some 

new ideas for a party re-organisation. rmpressed by t e efficiency of er

ican constituency profile techniques i9 alker determined to set up a 

Conservative program which ould have as its prl e object r. e collection 

of preaise statistical data on the nature of each constituency. The idea 

as an important d~parture from previous practice . The use of polls 1n t ~ 

past had been limited to distinct issues at crucial times. Elections had 

been the prime target of these surveys and the approach was indicative of 

a view that an election was an event and not a process. That bit of conven

tional Wisdom was now under direct attack as the Conservatives began, in 

the latter part of 1966 and early 1967, to assemble a projeot aimed at in

fluenCing opinion at the local level on a day to day basis. 

The ideas behind the Conservative Project ~ involved the use of c n

sus data on each constiruency to determine a profile of the votln populace, 

the idea being that the local association could use t e information to pre
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sent the Conservative case more effectively.But this was not all. It as 

,oped that the associa i ns could use the statistical data as a measurement 

f the groups of electors whose votes they hoped to win Bnd re-structure 

the association accordingly. In re-structuring the constituency parties 

the Conservatives were making one of the most comprehensive attempts in 

their history to ally themselves woth the working classes. The old Tory 

dea of using the party structure as an upwards channel of co~nunication 

was being revived. The changes were to take place gradually but they were 

to be extensive, or so it was hoped . The party's base was to be broadened 

once more, this time with the aid of exact science. 

The Conservatives have been understandably reluctant to make public 

! grea t deal of at they have plann d for their consti uencyassociations.
• 

lmost the only publication to have emerged ~rom Central Office is a 

Speaker's Brief" designed for party 0 fici ls' re erence in h ir a tempts 

to make the local associations understand something of wsht will be expec

ted of them. The paper 1s useful as a summation of points which have intru

ied themselves most heavily int.o the Conservative consciousness 1n the 

years since 1966. There is f orst the overt admission that" Market rese.8ch 

In itself will not win an election" 23 , a comment which says a very great 

~eal if one remembers the optimism after 1959 and the SUggestion that con

tituency parties were beco ing obsolete as political com~unlcators. esearch 

surveys might indicate a given state of popular opinion on anissue or a 

~rty, but there was antncreasing body of evidence to show that the eopl 

t the local level were in touch w th the evolution and ere consequently 

to a tactical l y advantageous position to do something about it. 
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According to the background paper another problem was the floating 

oter, although that term was not explicitly used. There was, however, 

-evidence to show that large numbers of people who voted for us in 1964 sim 

ply did not take the trouble to vote in 1966" . So much for motivation. 

aht impeded communication to these vital electors was the structure of the 

rty, not only interms of 1ts Oin hierarchy but in the gap between "the 

leven mill10n at the base of the pyramid and the various othersegments at 

the top"; communication between these two levels was "insome cases very 

poor and inothers non-existent". The party, in order to survive, had to 

~prove communications between the active party members and t~e other mem

bers of the electorate. At this point there is a serious ambiguity if one 

akes t~e statements at their fac value . Although it has, for all intents 

nd purposes, just been admitted where th fa1lur in communication lies 

1thin the loosl parties - the pap r s sts t at the speaker flat er the 

ocal lead rship, the party activists on th ir splendid job. The ne meth

~s are to help them do an even better job than before. 

It 1s clear from the oont xt of the paper that the changes will be 

largely in the party's image. Although increased communications may help 

hat image one has the distinct impression that the bulk of the image 

)hangin process must of necassity be carried out at tb national level, 

ven if those changes are articulated in a subsidiary sense at the local 

Level. And if the idea of Project '67 were no more than thiS, that the 10

oal people should assist in in the public relations area at the local level, 

It would be justifiable to d smiss the entire idea as simply a minor re

organization, if that. But the report is quite explicit in detailing the 
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in theme of the project: 

The challenge to our Party Organ1sation is this. hereas 
more than half of our support at the polls comes from 
groups of people who are manual workers, techn1c1ans, pen
sioners and the like, our organ1sation is not represent 
ti e of these groups in anything l1ke the same proport10ns. 
The difficulty is that in this situation we have got to con
v1nce whole groups of people that we do care about them 
and their problems and that wea re the sort of people who 
are capable of protecting their interests and that the 
Conservative party is the sort of party forthem. 24 

hat the report was seciflcally calling for, and what the true object of 

rOject '67 was, as the sc1entific integration of the working classes into 

the party organisat10n tn a representat1ve capacity. The lower rung of the 

new m1ddle class was to be de11berately encouraged to involve its If act

lvely within the party. 

It was not that the same thing had not been tried before. hat was sig

n1flcant no as the extent to hich the use of polls a d rket research 

~ould be allowed to penetrate the locallevel Before the use of these tech

niques became more widely understood it was still possible for the local 

~rty leaders to claim that their association was representative of the 

const1tuency, hich assumed that the had a precise knowledge of their con

tituencies - and of themselves as well. it hardly needs to be pointed out 

that th1s was often not the case. Now the means ere at band to deter ine 

reasonbly precise prof1le of each constituency. Each unit of local govern

ent in Britain is equipped with census figures that, taken together, have 

road sociological implications, since they refer to tax means, income 

level, occupation and the like. If one pieces together these statist1cs 

rom the local units that form a constituency a rather olear picture oan 

be drawn up of the economy and population pa tt ern. With Project '67 the 

clear plan was to use this type of data in every constituency and to re
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,rganize the local parties accordingly. 

The re-organization would principally come about in t 0 'sys. The re

ults of the demographic data might be used by the local association as a 

uide to what the voters were most likely to be concerned about; then that 

spect of the party's policy could be emphasized. This process would help 

,0 ensure that the local units were not cranking out propaganda Which was 

lrrelevant in a changing constituency. The second adjunct of the project 

oncerned the direct representation of the diverse element s of the constit

lency in the local party itself. It was hoped that various 'opinion lead

!rs' in each category of voter could be sought out and won to the party's 

oause. If they could be persuaded to become acti e party members so much 

he better, but at first there was the clear implication that th opinion 

eaders would be contacted to assure a more personalized approach to the 

rty's activities. hat was specifically contemplated as an enhancement 

of "the representative capacity of the existing organisations" in order to 

ke people more likely to view the party as a group of people like them

elves, and so lessen the social barriers which are so much a part of 

he constituency parties as they qre presently constituted. If the social 

iistinctions could be ameliorated in this way the path as open for a wlden

Lng of the party's base of support and the accretion of political impact 

t the local level. 

To support its contentions that the people who supported the party 

ost were those it represented least, the authors of the report included 

in the supporting papers a survey which clearly demonstrated t e valid1ty 

of their case. Its reproduced below. 
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Classifications: 


A - 3% of the electorate. Income above 2300 pounds pa. 

B - 9% of the electorate. Income 1000-2300 pounds p.a. 

C1- 18% of the electorate. Income less than 1500 pounds p.a.(non-manual} 

C2- 37% of the electorate. Income 15-25 pounds/week (skilled manual) 

D - 25 -fo of the electorate. Income 7-15 pounds/week (sem1-skilled-) 

E - 8% of the eleotorate. Income less than 7 pounds/ week (poor) 


of Group /0 of Total Tory ~ of Total Tory 
% of Electorate Voting Tory vote 1n Group Party Workers 

AB 30 47 3ll 7612) 75) 66 22) 42)
C1 18 60 25 

C2 37) 35) 30 ) 1b) 2370 33 53DE 33 30 23 

As can be seen from column three the Conservative party 
gets roughly similar amounts of votes from each of these 
four classes but the groups are very different 1n size 
(col.1) and the Conservative party in fact gets the major
1il of its votes from groups in h1Ch 1t has m1nority sup
port. 25 

The study document just referred to was brought out in February of 

1967. It is de11berately moderate 1n tone but the moderation does not en

tirely conceal the far-reaching changes suggested or implied by the entire 

project. Emphasis was placed on having the local parties develop a whole 

series of indiv1dual contacts within the const1tuency; opinion leaders, 

willing housewives and special interest groups. There m1ght very well be 

some way in which such people could be contacted and involved in some of 

the party's activities without being actually controlled by the party per 

!!t. Ne1ghborhood comm1ttees, ad hoc activities and social groups are just 

three of the many possib1lities of mass involvement on this level, involve

ment which would take place at the behest of the party but would not actu
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ally be a part of the formal party system locally or nationally. 

But in a sense this approach bega the question of the representat1ve 

nature of the const1tuency associations and their role as pol1tical com

municators. If more diverse sections of the constituency population can 

be persuadedto become involved at the local level 1t is hard to think of 

the present leadership managing to retain its old position. Nor is this 

1d,le speculation. AlthoUgh noth1ng of it has appeared 1n print 1 t seems 

thac theintention of Central Office is to purge the associations of much 

of the oldguardJ that t of course t is not the terminology which one hears 

when discuss1ng the problem with officials of Central Off ice. Instead there 

1s talk of evolving a new leadership in the constituencies, of replacing 

the exIsting leaders as they die off with youn er, more capable who will 

hopefully be more representative of the area than the presently entrenched 

elite. It is also assumed that the new leade sold be drawn fro the 

ranks of the recently involved opinion leaders. Increasingly there is a 

deprecation of the old form of activ1st, the 'retired Colonel' and his 

coterie and a hope that these entourages can be got rid of quickly when

ever and wherever possible. But one also hears of evolved, gradual change 

and there is no reason to think of Project '67 in any terms but these. 

There is the hope for initiating the new leadership into party responsib

ility at all levels, the local as well as the regionaland the national, 

but th1s will undoubtedly take time. 

The objectives of the Project '67 effort are e en more Significant 

than its methodology. Individual initiative in politics has once more be

gun to receive some much deserved attention; this in what is called Britain's 
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'neo-collectivist' age. The old reliance upon unrepresentative party sys

:ems as pol tical communicators ere made to serve until they became obso

lescent with the use of more direct methods of communicating with electors. 

rhe use of polls and market research techniques in politics as a major in

novation aimed at a specific kind of communication but hampered by its 08

tuxe as a 'snap-shot' media. Also the aver ge voter was just as isolated 

rrom the proces s es of government as before, even though he could read in 

che national press hat he, or those of his class, had told the pol l sters 

the week before. The dichotomy between the ad hoc method of using polls and 

he more continuous method of monitoring public opinion were resolved in 

ny ways with the use of market research methods in conjunction with con

tltuency profile patterns to provide a continuing evolutionary view of pub-

lie opinion as ell as a r.eport of its state at any gi en mo ent. The ne 

ethods also made possible a ration 1 determinatio of the const i tuency as 

n economic and social unit with all of the implications tha such kno ledge 

as bound to have on locol party associations. 

This new method of approaching the people on an individual level has 

boundless implications for the party system and the present local party 

elite. It is to be expected that resistance will be encountered from them 

nt that it may even divide the party. The impetus for the movement toward 

reform is coming however from the top. Young Members of Parliament and 

~rty officials are backed in their desire for reform by the national lead

ers who see in it a way to revitalize the p rty structure and enhance its 

Dosition. Project '67 is only one part of the movement hic~ will undoubt

edIt have a major impact upon the entire parliamentary system. 
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Summary and Conclusion 

In summarizing the case for the gap in reverse communications one must 

always be aware of the historical precedents of the problem and some of the 

ways in which the parliamentary system has over the years attempted to re

solve it. The modern model of parliamentary representation has its justifi

cation or1ginating in the reaction by Edmund Burke against the view of the 

Member simply as a delegate of and spokesman for the parochial interests 

of his constituents. A Parliament of the nation implied the primacy of the 

~tional interest and sublimation of the local - or even the popular inter

est/ That argument was the modern philosophic justification for the gap be

tween people and parl1ament, a gap which had been more overt when govern

ment in Britain was a matter for kings and nobles. The structured communi

cations channels of the early nineteenth century, themselves a reflection 

of Burkean notions, were made obsolescent as pressures for democracy, or 

at least a form of 1t, became more pronounced. The ideas of Bentham and 

John Stuart Mill gained wide currency at mid-century and there was the be

ginning of an appreciation for the role of the common man 1n politics. Al

though political leaders greeted the widening of the franchise in 1867 with 

something less than wild enthusiasm, the parties had already begun to them

selves to act as agents of political education and communication between 

the masses and their rulers. 

The creation of the mass parties in the third quarter of the nineteenth 

century was the first real response of the party system to th demand for 

democracy. But i~ one examines the ends that were achieved - a highly or

ganized system aimed at electoral aggrandizement - as opposed to the ends 
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hich were announced - informing and communicating with the masses - it 

1s difficult not to conclude that the creation of the extra-parliamentary 

parties represented a barrier to the free flow of communications. In a 

sense this barrier, although unwittingly created as an extension of the 

democratic initiative, replaced the philosophical barrier which had fallen 

into some disrepute. hat resulted was a fusion both of the philosophical 

barrier of Burke wit h the physical impediment of the party system. It only 

remained for alter Bagehot to clarify the situation with his deference 

model of SOCiety. The gap had become self conscious and self-justified. 

Contemporary perception of the communications gap is sometimes openly 

expressed but more often is at least partially hidden in the call for 

Wider participation in government. All the same, ny of the problems of 

participation can be traced back to the gap in reverse communications and 

from there to the blocked channel of communication. One oft e most signif

icant aspects of the reverse communications gap can be seen in the fact 

that most contacts that a ember of Parliament has with his constituents 

re not discussions of pollcy, instead they are forone kind or another of 

governmental assistance. ~ny .P.s have expres s ed the feeling that they 

are becoming little more than special welfare officers. This aspect star

tles since one would expect to find that the bulk of poli t ical communica

tions would take place between the voters a nd the individual who represents 

them directly in the parliamentary system. 

One might also expec to find that the voters could comm unicate on a 

political level with the local party units. This is not the ca se. The lo

cal parties are semi-autonomous units usaally controlled by a clique of 
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some kind, a situation far removed from the idealized concep of 'mass' 

parties. Agtivist involvement in the local parties is perha s an adjunct 

of modern politics, but the tendency has given effective control of the 

voluntary org nizations to the few who are involved. The democrat1c imper

atives of the voluntary party organizations are seriously undermined by the 

fact that recent studies have shown that over three-quarters of the parlia

mentary seats are 'safe', which implies that the local organizations In 

those seats do not operate under very much popular duress. All of which 

means that the great bulk of the people have little to say about the con

duct of government since their vote counts little in the gneral election 

and their participation in party ffairs is limited at the local level in 

IIlany ways and at the national by many more. 

The motIvation for the electorate to communicate on a policy 1 vel 

ith their representatives has also been called into question since there 

is a scepticism about the worth or the usefulness of those representatives 

which has become increasingly prevalent in the last few years. Accordingly 

!ttempts have been made to use alternative channels of communication, usu

illy in a less structured atmosphere than has generally been the c se in 

British politics. But whatever can be said about the motivation of the e1eo

.orate, or possibly the lack of it, there is no reason to suppose that 

where is general oontentment with things as they are; there is a great deal 

of evidence to shof that the reputation of Parliament is declining, and at 

least part of the reason for it is that people no longer feel able to con

rol it. As the Times put it, modern democracies are faced with the need 

or both greater efficiency and wid r participation. 



That same problem is in some sense deeply engrained in the norms 

nd values of British life. It is clear that no political device encoura

ging participation can ho pe to succeed if a contrary mes ~age is conveyed 

by education and socialization. The gap is in some sense the result of the 

technocratic era Which is common to all industrialized democracies; a gap 

exists by virtue of the division of labor in such societle and the process 

of government is not immune or exempted f l'om the problem. One of the sug

gested meth~ds for improving communications between people and government 

has been the use of polls, market research techniques, and demographic con

stituency surveys. In one way or another both major parties have made at

tempts to exploit these techniques, if for no other reason than taotical 

advantage. 

The Labour party has, s i nce 1960, made use of polls and statistical 

studies in its elction preparations as part of an effort to improve their 

professional organization. The voluntary part of the party has receIved 

lIttle attention insofar as these techniques are concerned, with the re

sult that the entire extra-parliamentary party has become a machine designed 

for the purpose of winning elections, not for disoussing or determining 

policies. Labour's problem, put very simpl~, is that their short-run suc

cesses with opinion polls encouraged them to ignore their long-range i 

plications. Consequently there is little initiative ithin the Labour par

ty at present to encourage the exoresslon of individual opinions to im

prove communications inside the party and outside of it as well . 

The Conservatives have been at least vaguely interested in polls sinoe 

1958, although initially they did even less with them t han Labour did . The 
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prospect of impending defeat in 1959, 1964 and 1966 led the party deeper 

and deeper into the field; when defeat became a rea11ty once ~ore 1n 1966 

the party lost bo time in searching for new methods of usin the market re

search devices. The thrust of that effort became embodied 1n Project ~, 

an attempt to enable the constituency parties to obtain precise data on 

the make-up of their communities. It was hoped, ho ever much it might have 

been played down, that this data would be used to re-structure the associa

tions by encouraging the direct participation of members of leading compo

nent groups of the community. It is expected that the initial reluctance 

of some constituency parties to do this may be replaced by hostility once 

tbe nature of-the reform becomes more apparent. The present hierarchy ill 

in all likelihood be reluctant to give up its privileged position to the 

new upstarts. 

It has been a major contention of this paper that the pgrlieme tar 

system was making a response to the problem of the gap inreverse con~unlce-

10ns. There is little reason to doubt that such a response is belng made, 

that the problem is being perceived and something is being done about it. 

The preceding discussion, however, makes clear that the gap is something 

ore than a purely political problem and that it has more basic beginnings 

in the structure of British society. One wonders, then, about the success 

of a purely political solution as the Conservative response. One conclusion, 

then, of this paper must be that the nature of th problem needs to be re

thought by the people whose responsibility it must be to solve it - the 

nolitical leaders. The problem of communicati 1ns must be clearly perceived 

tf it is to dealt with effectively, but ~long with that specific perception 
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mus t be a general consciousness of t he roots of the situation and a cor

responding willingness to do something abcut it . To be more spec if1c, it 

will do little good to socialize a man one way and then expeot him to re

spond 1n a different manner altogether. Both the socialization nd the per

ceived political role must be made to correspond. It 1s that focus which 

at present is lacking in the perception of the political elite. 

It is no wonder that the response to date seems inadequate; it is neces

sarily inadequate for a number of reasons. F1rst there is an ideological 

problem in that prior ideas of representation as explored in this paper 

still exercise a strong appeal among the members ofthe political elite; the 

idea of a wider kind of democracy conflicts 1n some respects with these 

norms and there is a need for a recognition of the nece slty 0 represen

tational reform. Allied to this philosophical barrier is the physical struc

ture ofthe parliame tary syste with the quasi- isolation hich it imposes 

~pon the leadership and its oligarchic tendencies, all of which make 1t 

somewhat removed from popular access. The problem of the social and cultural 

traditions of British life hag been touched upon above, but it must be 

emphasized that if the reverse communications gap is to be ameliorated 

then the parliamentary leaders must recognize the chnging nature of that 

tradition and take steps to modlfy its more obsolete portions . Lastly there 

ts the problem posed by the present incumbents in the power structure who 

ill rightly perceive that their position is being undermined in the move 

for reform. In that area both self-interest and ideology will have to be 

counteracted . 

Perhaps for that last reason the response as it 1s presently constit
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~ted must be assigned a gloomy prognosis. It is difficult to see how the 

Conservatives can logically expect to remove a segment ofthe1r entrenched 

local leadership 1thout formally committing themsel es to a ore compre

hensive effort than they have thus far. hile it is doubtful that they 

could publicly announce that a purge was underway, the effort could be 

presented 1n a variety of ways in the name of modernization and participa

tion, particularly since the Tories enjoy a level of t ct1cal sophlst1ca

tion. In any case there must be a greater evidence of committment to these 

reforms if they are to be carried off successfully. 

If this co~nittment 1s not made more explicit and more comprehensive 

it must ultimately end in frustration and defeat. To succeed the movement 

or reform must be self-conscious, and possibly self-justified as well. 

It is all the more imprtant for the committment to be made because the 

eed for the reforms it will enact 1s immediate if the rll ment ry sys

tem 1s ever to bridge one of its most important problems, the gap 1n r 

verse communications. 
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